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BOARD OF REGENTS
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Official Minutes of Meeting of July 25, 1979
Board members present:
Richard N. Robb, Chairman
Linda D. Bernard, Warren L. Board, Timothy J. Dyer, Dolores A. Kinzel,
Beth W. Milford and Carleton K. Rush
Board member absent:
John F. Ullrich
Administration present:
Acting President Anthony H. Evans
Vice-Presidents: Gary D. Hawks, Robert J. Romkema and Laurence N. Smith
Interim Vice-President Donald F. Drummond
Associate Vice-President Raymond LaBounty

Chairman Robb called the meeting to order at 11:16 a.m.
Chairman Robb said that since there was � 011nrum nf th� Rn�rrl orPsent �t the
Finance Committee meeting held on June 19, 1979, minutes have been prepared.
He asked if there were any additions or corrections to those minutes. Hearing
none, it was moved by Regent Rush and supported by Regent Board the Finance
Committee minutes of June 19, 1979, 'be approved as distributed.
Motion carried.
Regent Board moved and Regent Milford seconded the minutes of the regular Board
meeting held on June 20, 1979, be approved as distributed.
Motion carried.
Under new business, although it v1as \not on the agenda, Chairman Robb said he
would like to formally introduce the new Dean of the Graduate School, Dr. Gary
Keller, to come forward and say a few words. The Board agreed to this change
in the agenda.
Dr. Keller said he was very pleased to be appointed the Dean of Graduate Studies
at Eastern Michigan University and to have this opportunity to appear before
the Board. He said his new responsibility is very exciting and he wanted to
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extend his thanks to the many people who extended such cordial hospitality to
him both on and off campus. He continued that he understood program development
had been a concern of the Board for some time and he thought he could speak on
that subject very briefly. He feels approximately two-thirds of his role as
the Graduate Dean will be occupied working on program development. He said there
are three major areas in program development, namely; (1) academic programs;
(2) research and scholarly activities; and (3) upgrading and maintaining the
quality of programs at all levels of study.
He said he has been at Eastern for three weeks and is very pleased to find that
we have nineteen new programs in the development stage. He said he has reviewed
programs from each of the colleges at both the masters and post-masters level.
He said he has been advised that some of these programs have been considered
for several years. He looked upon his role in part as being someone to expedite
them.
He continued by saying one of his major goals would be the establishment of
English as a second language institute. He also hoped to make a concerted
effort to do more in obtaining grant funding. He said the first grant proposal
from the Graduate School was completed by him at midnight last night.
Dr. Keller continued with an outline of his plans for the future of the Graduate
School and thanked the Board for the opportunity to appear before them.
Regent Rush said Dr. Keller's plans for the Graduate School sounded delightful.
Chairman Robb said Dr. Keller could expect good support from the Board since
the Graduate School has been a source of pride for everyone. The Regents, he said,
feel the Graduate School under his leadership will continue the excellent record
it has had in the past.
Chairman Robb returned the Board to the published agenda. He said Ms. Bonnie
Steele, President of the Family Housing Organization, had gone through proper
channels specified by the bylaws of the Board of Regents to request an opportunity
to speak before the Board on the subject of the elimination of the campus bus
service as a part of the 1979-80 budget.
Chairman Robb asked Ms. Steele to come forward. He introduced her to the members
of the Board and all present at the Board table.
Ms. Steele thanked Chairman Robb for the opportunity to appear before the Board
to make an appeal on what many feel is such an important subject. She said
Mark Nordman would be assisting her in her presentation related to statistics
and Jesse Brown, the Student Senate President, would be assisting concerning
alternatives to the bus situation.
She said she has always been taught that communication in all society is a very
vital and important factor, as it helps resolve differences. But she thought in
this particular issue there had been a lack of communication, and that is why
she is appearing before the Board of Regents today representing many interested
people.
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Ms. Steele said that on June 30, 1979, the University on-campus bus system
was discontinued and created a crisis for all students, especially for those
living in family type housing. She said the first the students knew anything
about the cancellation of the bus service was when it appeared on the agenda of
the Student Affairs Committee meeting as a part of the budget consideration.
She said they felt it should have been considered by the students before the
actual budget was developed in its final stages.
Ms. Steele presented to the Board a petition signed by more than 1300 people
who felt the bus service is needed by all students. She said the service was
not a luxury. She said students do take the bus to the main campus daily and
with the opening of the Child Care Center this fall the bus would also be used
to take the children to the Center. She pointed out that the administration
made reference to the fact that several cars were registered to students living
in family housing. She said that may be true, but many students only have one
car and this has to be used to get the student or their spouse to and from work,
and it is not available to go to class.
Ms. Steele referred to the 1979-80 Resource Plan saying that in Section 1-B it
stated the University must be responsive to the needs of the students. She
said there is a problem because there are more older students on campus now,
and more students who also work full time. She said in #4 of the Resource Plan
it stated tuition had not been raised, and she could not see how this related
to the discontinuation of the bus service.
She continued that Vice-President Hawks told her all members of the Board received
a copy of the letter signed by Judy Keenan and Jesse Brown, and she was pleased
they had had an opportunity to read that letter prior to the Board meeting today.
She referred to Item #1 in the area of disagreements in the letter and noted that
the E.M.U. bus stopped at all buildings. She said they had contacted the Ann
Arbor Transportation Authority and were told they intend to cut service by 50%
and also raise their fares this fall in the Ypsilanti area. The AATA stops their
service in the campus area at 6:06 p.m. while the last night class does not get
over until 9:30 p.m.
She said the students feel the bus service could be improved and the cost reduced.
She suggested they might run the bus every hour and possibly eliminate them
during the spring and summer semesters. But she said, the students are definitely
going to need bus service during the fall and winter semesters.
She drew the Board's attention to Item #2 of the disagreements in the letter,
pointing out that on July 5 there had been an assault of a female student. She
said she could not say whether this would have ha�pened anyway with or without
bus service, but it is a concern.
She said the bus problem of the handicapped students must also be met. She
realized there is just a small percentage of handicapped students, but the
University might attract more of the handicapped if more services such as bus
service was to be offered.
-In conclusion she said, they were only asking for an interim bus service for
a period of time until a new program could be worked out between the administration
and the students. She asked Mark Nordman if he would like to make a few remarks.
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Mark said he had some misunderstanding of what would take place at the meeting
today, as he thought he would just answer questions about busing, but he would
reiterate �s. Steele's words and would state that he felt the need for busing
was fourfold; namely (1) need for transportation service; (2) need for the
service to assist in security; (3) need to assist in health matters; and (4)
assist in safety matters. He continued that you cannot place a dollar value
on human lives and the University should be a leader in this area and should
be providing on-campus bus service.
Mark then gave several examples of what he felt were valid questions raised
concerning the statistics used by the administration . He said he thought
many of t1e statements by the administration were misleading and false . He
concluded saying that he would be happy to entertain any questions t�e Board
might hav2.

It was agreed by the Board members they would delay questions until all three
students �ad been heard on this issue .

Ms. Steele then introduced Jesse Brown to speak on the alternatives to the
discontinuance of the bus service.

Mr. Brown indicated that he realized the students did not have all the information
and answers to all the problems about busing. He said there were a lot of things
about budgets they don't understand. But he did understand that Mr . Smart of
the Physical Plant had written a memorandum to Vice-President Romkema listing
four alternatives to the discontinuation of the bus service; and after talking
with Mr. Smart he found two of those four alternatives were very acceptable to
Mr. Smart, and he thought the students would also accept them. The other two
alternatives that were not acceptable were: #1 doing away with the system
altogether, and #2 keeping the system as it was. He then offered information
concerning costs for reworking the existing busses and the cost of purchasing
new buss,es, which would meet the needs of the total university.
Regent Bernard questioned Mr . Brown concerning the cost of buying a new accept
able bus and asked if it was practical that the bus could be purchased for
$24,000. Mr. Brown said yes that was what he had been told.

Regent Bernard said she was very concerned about the discontinuation of the
bus system and asked several questions of the three s,tudents who participated
in the presentation .

Mr. Nordn:an said in summary the students were asking for; (1) the issue be
reopened; (2) a committee be established to determine the actual needs; and
(3) that temporary service be �estored .
I

Regent Kinzel complimented the students on their excellent presentation. She
continued that when the budget was presented to the Board to be voted on, the
cancellation of the bus service was a part of the budget . It was represented.
to the Beard that the action was necessary in part because of a lack of need
for thi? service. She asked the administration if there were any changes in
thought they might have on this subject after hearing this excellent presentation
by the students .
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Acting President Evans thanked Regent Kinzel for the opportunity to speak on
this matter. He said the subject of bussing has been studied for over four
years. He said there had been several contacts made with the Ann Arbor Transport
ation Authority during that time. He said in September 1975, the administration
was requested by the Board to investigate the possibility of the AATA taking over
the campus bus service and in a recent conversation with the AATA they expressed
a willingness to expand their service in the immediate campus area. But, he said,
the campus bus service is mandated by state law to be an auxiliary service and
it must be self supporting. He said the general fund support that has been
provided in the past has really been somewhat illegal and asked how the adminis
tration could get it to be a self supporting operation. He said he did apologize
for one point and takes full responsibility fof"the budget proposal providing
the ans�ers as to what was based on a rather small survey. He said the survey
showed it cost $1.45 per ride to make the operation self supporting. He reported
the AATA operation is 90% supported by the federal government and Eastern does not
receive that kind of support for its bus service. Furthermore, he said the bus
service must be available and accessible to all students, thus the need to either
obtain new busses that would accommodate the handicapped, or rebuild the existing
busses. He said there was some support for Ms. Steele's point, but yet he wanted
to stress that the bus service is not available to all off-campus students in
the same situations as it has been for the on-campus students. Also, as to the
issue of safety, there have been more assaults in buildings, than outside of
buildings, and there is an absolute limit on the extent of protection that can
be provided the students by the University. He concluded that the administration
will follow the wishes of the Board but it shall remain an auxiliary operation.
Regent Bernard questioned if other university's bus operations were auxiliary
operations.
Acting President Evans responded that at Michigan State the students pay $27 per
quarter for the bus service if th�y wi�h to us� it. At Central Michigan
there is no charge for the students to go from building to building, but to go
downtown there is a charge. The University of Michigan, he understands, has
had some bus problems which are now being resolved someway, but the service is
not supported by the general fund. He continued that there are many avenues to
. have a bus service a self-sustaining operation but none of them are acceptable
to the students because they all will cost more money.

Regent Board said he agreed with Dr. Evans, it is a costly and convenient program
for a small number of students, but he had some personal concerns; (1) the
personal security issue will grow in the future; and (2) the institution has
a responsibility to conserve energy. He said he feels the trend of having
several cars in the family is going to change. Also, he understands the general
fund implication, but would like the Board to consider an alternate plan to the
total elimination of the bussing program.
Regent Bernard said she totally agreed with Dr. Board's point about conserving
energy.

Acting President Evans said the AATA provides a bus service at this time.

Mark Nordman said the statements being made at this time by Dr. Evans are
somewhat a misrepresentation of the facts, because the administration had
not contacted AATA.
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Acting President Evans said some of Mark's comments were just 1ot true as the
administration has contacted the AATA �
Vice-President Romkema said Bill Smart (Director of the Physic:J.l Plant) is in the
audienci� and he has been talking with the representatives of tie AATA. He asked
Mr. Smart to come forward to make a fevJ comments.
Mr. Smart said one reason the AATA had not expanded bus servic:? in the University
area was because the University was providing that service. H:? said that in the
meeting he had last week on this subject with the AATA represe1tative, they said
they would provide the service if there is a ne�d and if the CJst of this service
can be covered.
Chairman Robb asked if the students would ride the bus if they had to pay money.
Mark Nordman said he was a veteran and with a limited income, :ind he would rather
walk than ride the bus for two reasons when the weather would Jermit, #1 to
save the money, and #2 for health reasons.
Regent Bernard asked Mr. Smart several questions which he answ:?red concerning
the cost for new busses that are accessible for the handicappej. He said they
had a small bus on the campus as an experiment to evaluate how accessible it is.
He said he thought a small bus would serve the needs of all stJdents.
Acting President Evans said the small bus they looked at would serve the handicapped
student very well but there was only room for a maximum of eig1t or ten people
to ride the bus in addition to the handicapped. He said he is not sure if that
bus would really be a viable option.
Vice-PrE�sident Romkema added that during the winter time when �ore students would
want to use the bus, the convenience riders would be prohibitej from riding due
to lack of room.
Regent Bernard asked for a brief explanation of auxiliary opentions which was
provided by Chairman Robb.
Regent Rush said he wanted to commend the students on their ex:ellent report and
their extreme effort in the presentation on the bussing. ·.He said it is a fine
example of good effort to offer alternatives. He said he votej to discontinue
the University bus service because of the AATA's willingness t) do the job for
the University and as they get 90% of their support from the f�deral government,
they could provide a better service than the University could. He continued
that he thought the students should work with the administrati�n to get the
AATA to provide the bus service, and if they do as
effectiv� a job with their
presentation before the AATA as they did with the Board today, he is sure they
will convince the AATA to provide the service.
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After further discussion it was moved by Regent Kinzel and supported by Regent
Board that the administration prepare a further report for the September Board
meeting on the discontinuance of the on-campus transportation system. The
report should consider the information brought to light today by the students
along with full budget implications.
Motion carried.
Regent Board said he thought the interim bus service should be initiated at
this time.
Acting President Evans explained that part of the problem is that apart�ent
leases are year around and he questioned why the need for bus service for some
segments of the University on a year around basis, but not all areas of the campus.
Ms. Steele commented that the students would really like the bus service on an
interim basis until a viable solution could be worked out as there is a need for
the students as they prepare to start school.
Regent Milford asked how much the students could afford to pay, and are all
students paying for the health service.
Ms. Steele said
! she thought the system could be paid for by an assessment
from all students, or money from the housing department, or on a per-ride
basis, or possibly a combination of three suggestions.
Jesse Brown said he would like to work with the administration to see if they
could jointly work out the problems.
Chairman Robb said one of the concerns he has in considering the interim service
while the administration works out the alternatives, is that when you look at
the total picture how can you do this for just a few students that live in
University apartments while the students who live in the apartments across the
river do not have the same kind of service offered to them.
Mark said
the figure being banged around of a three or four percent student
usage is just not a true figure.
Chairman Robb said he would prefer that they didn't start the interim bus
service even though there might be 600 students wanting the bus service in the
fall and winter semesters. The bus drivers we had have now been assigned other
responsibilities and he would not like the exposure of the possible unemployment
costs being increased.
Ms. Steele said, #1 the bus drivers have an option in their contract to do other
work; and #2, students living outside the University campus know they have to
provide their own transportation, but that is not true of the students that live
in University owned housing.
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Acting President Evans added that all advertisements concerning University
o�ned housing states that a car is essential.
Ms. Steele said that is true, but the book also states that transportation is
available.
Acting President Evans agreed this is true, but what it means is that the
Ypsilanti schools and the AATA provide the transportation.

A lengthy discussion followed concerning the re-establishment of the University
bus service on an interim basis. Regent Rush suggested the administration talk with the AATA as soon as possible.
Acting President Evans added that he is confident we can get the AATA to provide
the service right away.
Chairman Robb said he feels this is the best way to settle this issue, and in
the meantime the students can walk during the summer.

It was moved by Regent Dyer and supported by Regent Kinzel that the Board delay
action on the issue of interim University bus service until the requested report
is received in September.
Motion carried.
Regent Dyer said he was disturbed with the administration's report on this issue
but he doesn't feel he can support any action to reinstate the service until
the Board receives more facts. He said in his opinion the University has to
look very seriously at the problem of energy conservation, as the need is here.
He said he was very surprised at some of the discussion that took place at the
Finance Committee meeting last evening, and today at this meeting by some of
the administration. He said the University should be encouraging people as they
are around the country to conserve energy by using mass transportation. He said
the Board should look at transportation as a real problem.
Regent Milford commented that she for one is deeply concerned about the energy
problem, but she is also concerned about the rapes on campus and she does not
care where the money comes from, but she just thinks the bus service should be
offered.

Regent Dyer said transportation needs are �hat is being discussed today and not
necessarily the security problem. He said there are many security problems today
where transportation is provided, but that is not the prime issue.
Chairman Robb thanked the students for their excellent presentation on the bus
issue. He said he realized they spent a lot of time and effort in their
preparation and they had done an outstanding job.

Chairman Robb continued that since it was 12:45 p.�. , the Board would recess
for lunch and reconvene at 1:45 p.m.
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Crairman Robb reconvened the meeting at 1:45 p. m. and asked if there was any other
new business to come before the Board. Hearing none, he asked Regent Rush if
he would provide the Student Affairs Committee report.
Regent Rush reported that the last
a social meeting held on June 28.
hooie around the swimming pool. He
to attend, but those that did not,
food. He was sorry everyone could

meeting of the Student Affairs Committee was
He said they met at Vice-President Smith's
was pleased several Board members were able
missed a fine evening and excellent gourmet
not be present. He said this concluded his report.

Chairman Robb said he would provide the Faculty Affairs Committee report. He noted
this committee met just prior to the Board meeting, and said the faculty expressed
so�e concern over the catalog. He was certain there were areas in the catalog
th�t should be clarified, specifically the humanity courses. He said Interim
Vi:e-President Drummond indicated during that meeting that there would be no
problem in meeting that faculty request .
Chairman Robb reported that the loss of the secretary for the Faculty Council was
another concern expressed at the meeting. He said Acting President Evans explained
the reasons for the secretarial loss very clearly. Interim Vice-President Drummond
felt that his secretarial staff could handle the typing and other work required
by the Faculty Council.
Chairman Robb continued that the next item of concern of the Faculty Council was
that they thought it would be nice if the people from the Information Services
Department would give a copy of any press releases they give to the media during
a Board meeting to everyone in the audience so they could all see what actions
were actually being taken.

Chairman Robb said the Faculty Council members also asked him if any date had been
established for the inauguration of President-elect John Porter. He said they
would like to be involved in the programming of the inauguration whenever those
steps are initiated.

Chairman Robb said the last item discussed at the meeting was that the faculty
co1T111ended the Board on the presidential selection process and on their choice
for the new president.
Chairman Robb asked Regent Board if he thought he had failed to cover anything
in this report. Regent Board answered that he thought it had been covered
very adequately.
Chairman Robb asked Regent Dyer to give the Finance Committee report.
Regent Dyer asked Vice-President Romkema to provide the Treasurer's Report
which he did.

It v1as moved by Regent Dyer and supported by Regent Board the Treasurer's Report
be received and placed on file.

Chairman Robb noted that he did not feel the University was covering the "float"
as it should. He knows of at least three or four times when there have been
checks written and there was not enough money in the account to cover them.
It was embarrassing to him as a local resident, when people approach him about
the University writing bad checks . He said he personally felt it is wrong for
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a public body to write bad checks and if the situation isn't corrected very soon
he will be very vocal about making corrections to that problem.

Vice-President Romkema sa�d he would hope Chairman Robb considered very closely
the source of the comments that were made to him. He said he understands bankers
do not like tre situation, but there are �ore occasions when there is m9re than
enough money in the bank to cover the checks than there are not having enough
money. He sai'd he wanted to point out that banks make money on our money as we
do not get interest on money in those accounts. He continued that he has suggested
to bankers that they come up with a charge for overdrafts. It seems to him he
said that there is an attitudinal difference with the banking people� they speak
one way when they are at the country club and a different way when they talk to
him face-to-face.
Chairman Robb commented that in his mind it is still wrong for the University to
write bad checks.
Regent Dyer asked if it was technically illegal for the University to write
bad checks.

Vice-President Romkema responded no, there was nothing illegal about it at all.

Regent Kinzel said she could recall Regent Emeritus McCormick being very vocal
on this subject of the banks making too much money on the money held in checking
accounts. She said she thought he had some kind of a plan from a bank where
they would transfer money from a savings account into the checking account to
be sure there were no overdrafts.

Chairman Robb said he still felt very strongly that as members of the Board of
Regents and being responsible for the public trust he does not feel it is
right for the Board to permit overdrafts; when the University writes a check there
should be money in the bank to cover it.
Vice-President Romkema said he knew other schools were doing this same thing,
but he would ask the auditors to make a study on this subject.

Regent Rush said he agreed with Vice-President Romkema as he felt it is a
prudent use of the public dollar not to have money setting in a checking account
that is not drawing interest. In his opinion, it is not wrong to write checks
on these occasions when for some technical reason the money isn't there. He
said he disagreed with Chairman Robb on this issue.
Regent Dyer suggested the Board ask the auditor for a review of this issue.
All members agreed.
Motion carried.
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INTERNAL AUDITOR'S REPORTS

Regent Dyer moved and Regent Rush seconded the following Internal Auditor's
reports and responses be received and placed on file:
(a)
(b)

Audit activity report for the month ending June 30, 1979
Audit Reports and Responses:
1. Scholarships, Fellowships, and Student Services dated May 23, 1979
2. Designated Fund SS&M and Equipment Expense dated June 26, 1979
3. Fall (1978) Tuition dated June 27, 1979

Regent Dyer said there was great concern expressed at the Finance Committee
meeting regarding the· scholarship, fellowship and student services reports
and responses dated May 23, 1979. He said he didn't feel the Board could totally
deal with the situation at this time and felt there should be further review in
committee on the whole subject. He said he and other Board members are very
concerned that scholarship monies are going begging. He said the management
in the area of financial aid leaves a lot to be desired. He noted there is a
large amount of money in surplus and that is what triggered his request to have
an audit in this area. He said there was money left over in athletic scholar
ships and in honor scholarships, and yet he is advised there is a waiting list
for students who want to receive financial aid. He said it is a complicated
process and he will not be a party in any attempt to whitewash an administrative
system that is a poor system. He said in his opinion there are students with
worthy needs and they are not having those needs met while we have money setting
in a surplus in those accounts. Regent Dyer said he wants further consideration
of the financial aid subject and will continue to monitor that situation in the
Finance Committee. He continued that it is just beyoni his comprehension as to
why there is such a large surplus of money in these ac:ounts at the end of the
year when there are so many student needs.
Regent Bernard said she totally agreed with Regent Dyer and she was very concerned
about money being transferred out of the scholarship fJnd and into other areas.
Regent Dyer said he agrees, and he can recall Regent Emeritus McCormick and other
members of the Board pushing very hard to get more scholarship money available,and
they wanted it used and not having it sitting idle. He s�id Regent Bernard made a
reference to this point at the time the budget was app�oved and at that time
Acting President Evans promised them a report on scholarship monies.
Acting President Evans said they would have that report at the September Board
meeting.
Regent Bernard said she is also concerned with the violation of policy that
has been pointed out.
Regent Dyer said they would get into that specific mat:er a little later in
this report.
Regent Kinzel asked for an explanation of some of the data contained on page
twenty-five of the Financial Statement regarding scholarships and fellowships.
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Vice-President Smith said it was very difficult to give her a brief response.
He said there have been two documents sent to the Board on this subject, the
last one was in May of 1978, regarding financial aid. He said in the report
he is preparing for the September meeting, he will speak to these points again.
Regent Kinzel asked for a statistical breakdown of the types of financial awards
that are being given.
Vice-President Smith said it would not be easy to provide her with that infor
mation because there was different criteria.
Regent Kinzel asked for a ballpark figure as to the number of scholarships that
were given to the advantaged students.
Vice-President Smith said it would be a very small amount, probably only a few
hundred thousand dollars.

Acting President Evans said that at Central Michigan University a million dollars
of general fund monies were placed into the scholarship accoLnt, or $1. 7 million
The University cf Michiqan
including athletics.
is much more generous
because they are so very heavily financial l.v endowed .

Regent Kinzel asked if this University was keeping up with other state universities
in our attempts to recruit the academically well qualified students.

Acting President Evans remarked that he doesn 1 t know if we ar,e or not.

Vice-President Smith said there is enough money to give out for all of the
existing programs, however he thought they ought to take another look to see if
there is a need for additional programs.

Regent Rush asked Regent Dyer if he didn 1 t want to take action on this recom
mendation right now. Regent Dyer said he wanted to take action on everything
except those areas where there is not agreement, and he would ho1d those items
in committee to be brought back at a future date for full Board c�nsideration.

Regent Rush then directed the attention of the Board to page six, item B, of the
Audit Report, and the Response given, and asked if a specific timetable could
be given.

Vice-President Romkema said a date has been specified, but he doesn 1 t remember
what that date is.

Regent Bernard reminded the Board that one reason she voted against the budget
was because of the cut in financial aid, and she is really looking forward to
seeing the report they are going to get in September. She asked what will be
included in that report.

Acting President Evans said the Board had requested certain specific information
in the past, and so it is a past oriented report. But the Board could at this
time point the administration in a new direction. He said he felt the report
would give answers to many of the questions that were raised today.
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Regent Dyer said he felt it was too late in the year for the Board to do anything
concerning the scholarship program now because September is upon us and the awards
are being made now, but the Board can be effective in making some determinations
for the awards for next year.
Vice-President Smith offered an explanation as to the content of the report that
is being prepared. He said the outline of the report was taken from tapes of
past meetings where the Board had requested certain information.
Regent Dyer said he would hope the administration would be imaginative as they
consider those specific concerns and requests made by members of the Board. He
hoped the effort would provide an excellent report that would go beyond just
what was specifically requested.
He went on to state he agreed with the concerns expressed by the auditor as they
related to tra�sfers being made from the scholarship account into student help,
or the administrative account for the office of student affairs. He said he knew
the transfers were reported to the Board, but they could be noticed better and
he would appreciate it if they were reported in a different fashion. He continued
that Acting President Evans reported at the Finance Committee meeting the spirit
of the policy was not adhered to, but it will be followed in the future. He
said Acting President Evans had given a history of several months of discussions
that had taken place with Mr. Willets and the activities prior to the awarding
of a signed contract. As he recalled it, it all started back in September of
1976, and in December of 1976 two companies were invited to campus whereby they
both showed samples of their work. After that President Brickley, Vice-President
Smith and Vice-President Hawks made a trip to meet with each company; and after
a period of time President Brickley made a recommendation to the Board concerning
the Stein Company. Dr. Dyer reminded the Board that they were involved in the
process and it was a decision of the Executive Council that the Stein Company
would do the best job for the University.
Regent Bernard asked if the business had been put out for competitive bid.

Acting President Evans said it had not been put out for a competitive bid the
way she would describe it. He said if the process were to take place today the
administration would be much more sensitive, and the Board would be much more
satisfied than they were in the past.

Regent Bernard said it appeared everything had already happened before it came
to the Board for consideration.

Acting President Evans said that is simply not true. The Board was informed that
they were going to go with the Stein Company on this.

Chairman Robb said he could recall continued dialog with the Board on this very
subject, however, if Board policy was not followed it should have been, as it
should be in every matter. He said he felt the Board has some responsibility
in this area and'the administration has admitted it should have processed this
work differently, but there is no reason in his opinion to beat a dead horse
and continue discussing this particular issue.
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Regent Rush said he agrees with Chairman Robb as he views consulting work as
being �ery similar to an individual who is seeking an attorney to do some work
for him. He said you cannot write the specifications, they are special situations.
Regent Bernard said the contract that was signed was illegal and not enforceable.
Acting President Evans indicated that Vice-President Romkema had been directed
to make sure the administration does things right, and the Director of Purchasing
had been directed to keep us honest. But he said again, the administration
would oe much more sensitive today than they were in the past as it relates to
the proper bids for goods and services to be secured.
Regent Dyer said the record should show that the purchasing agent wrote a
discla�mer on the purchase order, but the bosses let it go anyway. He said there
appear� to be some dispute by the administration present as to what you can, or
cannot, bid for. It is the policy of the Board to get quotes or bids for goods
and services, but he said it was not clear to him from the discussion of the
meetin� last evening, nor the discussion of today, if there is total agreement
among the administration as to what is correct and what is not a correct procedure.
He saic he heard that some people thought the Board had been meddling in this
area, end he takes exception to that.
Regent Kinzel asked if it was partly the Board's fault in this situation.
Regent Dyer said the Board never felt the administration was not·following
the prcper procedure. He said it was never the intent of the Board that policy
not be followed. He would never be a party to that.
Vice-President Romkema said he was somewhat of an observer in all of this as he
sat through several meetings, some of which included meeting with the Board,
and he thought the exercise was sotn:!what similar to the exercise being used in
the attempt to obtain a new external auditor. He then compared it to the
exerci�e being used in obtaining the endowment fund managers; but his inter
pretation of the problem with the purchasing agent was that nothing was given
to the purchasing agent in writing. He said he felt the administration did
follow all required procedures to the letter.
Regent ·Dyer said he does not accept this explanation and he does not feel they
did the proper job in obtaining the services of the Stein Company. Furthermore,
he does not compare the processes as Vice-President Romkema did as being very
similar to that being used now. Regent Dyer continued that in this case you
only talked to two different businesses, and it is his understanding that you
are talking to thirteen people being considered for some of the special work
right r.ow. There is no comparison �hen you talk to thirteen compared to two.
Regent Bernard said she first expressed concerns about the employment policy
not being followed; now it is the purchasing policy not being followed. She
said she had asked Vice-President Smith how he got the financial aid group
together for that big study and Larry said he knew one of the guys; apparently
the prcper procedures were not follJwed there either.· She then asked Vice
President Smith if there was an ope1 and competitive bid process made for the
financial aid study that was contra:ted by outside consultants.
Vice-Pr€sident Smith said it was his understanding that the proper procedure
was followed.
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Chairman Robb pointed out that he felt Regent Dyer had made it quite clear
there should nevEr be any different system used for the purcha5e of goods and
services in obtaining bids, prices, or estimates.
Regent Bernard asked Acting President Evans what he had done to make sure there
is a clear understanding among the administration in the future.
Acting President Evans said they have not gone with competitive bidding for
consultants in the past.
Vice-President Romkema said they had gone for bids for some consulting services;
but they were not sealed bids.
Regent Bernard said they need not be sealed bids as long as you solicit bids in
one way or another.
Vice-President Ro�kema said he felt the administration had complied in every
way with Board policy in going through the process with the Stein Company.
Regent Kinzel saij she agreed with the Chairman, and we do have humans that
make mistakes. She accepts that and there is no need to go on a witch hunt.
She continued, the point has been made and it is very clear thct the Board
wants the administration to always follow the proper policies in the purchase
of goods and servjces.
Chairman Robb said he thought he had made the point very clear.
Regent Kinzel said she felt it had been made very clear that this type of a
situation should not happen again.
Regent Dyer commented that he still feels the administration does not under
stand the position of the Board. Both the spirit and the letter of the policy
were violated in this situation and one administrator agrees and another does not.
Regent Kinzel asked Vice-President Romkema if that was correct.
Vice-President Romkema said he now feels he understands the Board's concerns
and the direction the administration shouldfollow in the future.

Regent Dyer said �e wants the record to show the administration had indicated
they now fully uncerstand that the spirit and the letter of the policy should
be followed in the future.
Vice-President Ro�kema said he feels comfortable, and he understands the Board's
position on this subject.
Regent Bernard asked Acting President Evans if there was a purchasing policy.
Acting President Evans said yes there are purchasing policies in the manual,
and they are spelled out in great detail.
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Regent Bernard said she still doesn't understand the reason for transferring
money from the scholarship accounts.
Regent Dyer said all this was legal and approved by the Board, but he fel� very
strongly that the reporting process should be revised..
Regent Bernard reported that on page fourteen it says our review of the eighteen
students shows the time between the final selection by the Financial Aid Selection
Committee and notification of the award to the student varies from four days to
one hundred and forty days. She asked if this was true.
11

11

Vice-President Smith said this is probably correct.

Regent Dyer said that in relation to the last response, that it was a very
complicated process and he doesn't totally understand it either.
Regent Kinzel raised a question on page 40, which Vice-President Romkema answered.
Regent Dyer said there has been a tremendous turnover of personnel in some of
these areas, in fact, he said Vice-President Romkema told him there had been
over one hundred percent turnover in certain departments. He then noted several
reasons why the administration felt there was such a turnover from these areas.
Vice-President Romkema said the labor market is very good in this area at this
time and people move on when they have an opportunity to advance themselves and
make more money.
Regent Dyer suggested the administration might want to make a report on this
for their own benefit. He said they might also want to consider some jobs as
possible ten-month employees. Employees might be more willing to work if they
knew they were going to have the summer off when the weather was hot, or their
children home, or whatever the reason. He said he doesn't have the answer, but
he would like tosee some new appraches taken to these personnel problems.

Vice-President Romkema said they had a new position approved in one of his areas
last March. They hired a good person from the University of Michigan, and six
months later the University of Michigan offered him a new job with more money
so he returned there.

Vice-President Smith said that some of the offices are high volume offices with
lower requirements for the entry level positions. Therefore, there is rapid
turnover as employees have an opportunity to advance.

Vice-President Romkema added that some of the jobs are not as pleasant working
conditions as others, as an example, in the Collections Office, where people
go to pay their bills, the employees hear all the troubles about the students
paying their bills. Other offices have a more pleasant atmosphere and do not
have such a high turnover of employees.

Regent Bernard asked if the administration was going to do a report on this
subject. Regent Dyer noted that he hoped they would do one for their own
use at least.
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Regent Milford noted she had recently stopped at the Placement Office and
particularly the Student Employment area. There were three desks placed right
next to each other where people are talking and others trying to work. She
said it was just too crowded and employees should have a decent atmosphere in
which to work.
Vice-President Romkema said the Placement Office will be relocated after the
new Music Building is completed. He said if the Board really wanted an education
regarding the labor situation in this area they should take a look at the want
ads in the Ann Arbor News to see the numerous advertisements for secretaries.
He said everyone is hurtin9 for help and at times the University of Michigan
runs almost a full page ad to hire people.
Regent Dyer said he would like to see a turnaround with these labor problems
and would hope the administration could come up with some good ideas.
Regent Bernard said she would like to make sure Mr. Willets, the Internal
Auditor, is told this was a very good audit on his part.
Motion carried.
.2113 M

EDUCATIONAL GRANTS

Regent Dyer moved and Regent Milford supported the follm-Jing grants be
approved:
1.
2.
3.

A grant from the Department of Health, Education & Welfare,
Office of Education, in the a�ount of $127,911, for the
"Upward Boun d Program; 11
A grant from the Department of Health, Education & Welfare,
Office of Education, in the amount of $82, 296, to establish
a 11 Tri-County Reading Academy; 11
A grant from the Department of Health, Education & Welfare,
in the amount of $67, 758, for the 11 Cooperative Education
Program; 1
A grant from the Agency for International Development, in the
amount of $6, 000, an amendment to the 11 Yemen Project; 11
A grant from Westwood
Community Schools, in the amount of
$1000 for the 1 Planning Assistance-Magnet School Program; 11
A grant from the South Carolina Department of Social Services,
in the amount of $712.73, for the 11 South Carolina DSS Workshop; " anc
A grant from the Foster Care Education Program, School of Social
Work, Uni 1ersity of Houston, Texas, in the amount of $340, for a
"Workshop on Sibling Relationships for University of Houston Foster
Care Education Program. 1
1

4.
5.
6.
7.

1

1

1

Regent Dyer said that this ·1vas a good report and he continues to be pleased
with the number of new grants being reported each month.
Motion carried.
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Regent Dyer moved and Regent Milford supported the lists of recoveries of
previously transferred receivables for the months of Ma rch through June 1979,
and the co�pa rative analysis of delinquent student accounts as of June 1979,
be received and placed on file. It was further recommended the list of
accounts receivable, as proposed for transfer to "collection agency" status
be approved .
Regent Dyer offered an overview of this pa rticular recommendation, indicating
there is still concern on the increasing number of delinquencies , but Vice
President Romkema had told him the ne·w policy approved earlier by the Board
will take ca re of this problem in the near future. He said on page six the Boa rd
should note there has been a great improvement in the apartment area .
Motion ca rried .
. 2114 M

COMPENSATION FOR VISITING LECTURERS

Regent Dyer moved and Regent BoarJ seconded that compensation for visiting
lecturers be established as follo�s ; (effecti ve Fall 1979)
Undergraduate coJrses $450 per credit hour
Graduate courses $550 per credit hour
Compensation will be the same for Continuing Education appointments as for
on-campus appointments.
Regent Dyer offered an explanation for this recommendation, saying he felt
this was a rather modest amount of dollars.
Acting P resident Evans added this should have been in the budget as a program
change since the dollars a re provi ded for in the budget.
Motion carried.
. 2 1 15 M ADMINISTRATION FEE -- EXCHANGE PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS
Regent Dyer moved and Regent Board seconded that an administration fee of $100
per semester be charged to Eastern Michigan University students and foreign
exchange students participating in University-sponsored foreign exchange
programs, effective Fall 1979 .
Regent Dyer explained why this recommendation was being made .
Motion ca rried .
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. 2116 M

FARKING ORD INANCE

Regent Dyer moved and Regent Rush seconded the Boa rd of Regents rescind in its
entirety its exis:ing Traffi c , Parking , and Pedestrain Ordina1ce . It was fu rther
recommended t� at :he B o � rd of Regents adopt the Parking Ord i n3nce , as presented
for Eastern Mi ch i_ gan Uni versity , and shall become effective uJon publication
i n the Uni vers i ty newspaper .
ARTICLE 1 - STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND AUTSORITY
It is the intent of the Board of Regents for Eastern MicJigan University to
herewith establish parking ordinanc es for the protection of health and prop
erty on the campus of Eastern Michigan Univers ity for st�dent s , faculty, staff ,
and vis itors
ARTICLE 2 - STATEN:ENT OF AUTHORITY
Thi s ordinance is enacted by the Board of Regent s for Ea3tern Michigan Univer
s ity pursuan� to and in a::!cordance with the authority an:1 responsibility of
s aid Board as provided in the Constitution of the State �f Michig an , Act 300
cf the Michigan Public Acts of 1949 (Michigan Vehicle Co:le ) as amended , and
Act 291 of the Public Acts of 1967, as amended .
ARTICLE 3 - DEFINITIONS AND 3ENERAL PROVI SIONS
Secti�n 1 - Definitions -- The following words and phras2s , as defined in thi s
section , and as herein enunerated when used i n this chapter SLall , fer the pur
J;·ose of this chapt er , have the meanings re spect ively ascribed to therr_ in thi s
sect ion :
ALLEY - - m'2ans a public way within a block primar ily int2nded for service and
access to abutting property.
BICYCLE -- means every device propelled by human power upon which any person
rr:ay ride h&.ving two tandem wheels either of which is over twenty ( 20) inct· es
in diameter .
CAMPUS - - as used in this ordinanc e shall be construed to include all proper 
ty where soever s ituated , owned, or held by the Board of Regents in it s capac 
ity as the governing board of Eastern Michigan Univers ity.
CROSSWALK - - means ( a) that part of a roadway at an inter section included with
in the c onr..eetions of the lateral lines of the s idewalks on opposite s ides of
the street measured from the curbs , or in the at senc e of' curbs from the edges
of the trave�s able street ; (b) any portion of a street at an intersect ion or
elsewhere c.i3tinctly indicated for pedestrian cros sing by lines or other marks
on the surface .
I: OUBLE F.ARKIHG
means the parking of a vehicle upon the roadway s ide of
another parked vehicle .
DRIVER - - me .:lls every person who drives or i s in actual physical control of
a vehicle .

I
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�OTORCYCLE -- means every motcr vehicle having a saddle or seat for use of the
�ider and designed to travel on not more than three wheels in contact with the
.5round .
MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLE -- means every motorcycle , including every motor s cooter
--,ith a moto� which produces not to exceed five ( 5) maximum. brake hors epower ,
:illd every bicycle w:.th motor attached .
MOTOR VEHICLE - - means every vehicle which i s self-propelled .

OPERATOR -- means every person who is in actual physical control of a motor
vehicle .
PARKING - - means standing a vehicle , whether occupied or not , upon a street
( subj ect , however , to the definition of " stopping" ) .
PEDESTRIAN - - means any person afoot .
PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT - - means a designated group of University employee s
who are authorized t o enforce the parking ordinanc e , which has been enacted
by the Board of Regents for Eastern Michigan Univers ity, and who are regu
larl;y const::..tuted Law Enforc ement Officers of the State of Michigan, County,
Township , or City wherein the violatio� of this o�dinance shall occur .
S IDEWALK -- means that :;>ortion o= a street between the curblines or the lat
eral lines and roadway and the adj ace:1.t :;iroperty lines intended for the use
of pedestrians .
STOP INTERSECTION - - means an inters e::!tion at one or more entrances to which
vehicles are required by stop signs to stop before entering .
STCPPING -- means the stopping of a vehicle to lo�d or unlo�d pas sengers for
a r•erioj not to exceed one ( 1) minute with the operator remaining in the
driver ' s seat . Where prohibited, no vehicle shall stop except to obey traf
fic e control devices c,r a police cfficer ' s directions .
STREET -- means the entire width between the bounjary lines of every way
when any part thereof is open to the use of students , faculty, staff and
the public for purpose s of vehicular travel , located on the campus of
Eastern Michigan Univer s ity.
TRP.FFIC -- means pedestrians , ve�icles and other conveyances either s ingly
or together while using any street for purpos es of travel .
TRAFFIC - CON'rROL DEVICES - - mean2 all s igns , signals , markings , and devices
placed or er ected under the authority of this ordinance for the purpose of
regulating , warning , or guiding traffic .
TRAFFIC - CONTROL SIGNAL -- means any device whether manually, electrically,
or mechanically operated by whi ch traffic is alternately directed to stop or
proceed .
I

TREASURER -- means the duly appointed treasurer of the Board of Regents for
Eastern Michigan University .
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.ARTICLE

4 -

ENFORCEMENT OF ORDI�ANCE

Section 1 -- The Board of Regents for Eastern Michig� Univers ity does here
by appoint the Treasurer :for the Board of Regents of »lichigan Michigan
s ity to enforce thi s or�inance .
S ectL:m 2 - - The Treasurer i s authorized to delegate the enforcement of this
ordinance to the Chief of the Public Safety Department of Eastern Mich igan
Univers ity and his subordinates .
S ection 3 -- The members of the Public Safety Depart�ent shall b e deputized
by-the Washtenaw County Sheriff and/or shall be members of any other legally
constituted police or law enforcement agency .
Sect ion 4 -- It shall be the duty of the Chief of the Public Safety Depart
ment �his authorized subordinates when so authorized by the Treasurer , to
e stablish restrictions upon access to or use of the Univers ity parking lots ,
streets , or other property of the University or portions thereof as may b e
deemed nece ssary or des irable for the convenience an:i effective conduct of
the af=airs of the Univers ity; provided that the Chief of the Public S afety
Department , or his authorized repre sentatives , shall make such restrictions
kncwn by use of signs , barricades , posting of the University ' s public s afety
officers , or other authorized persons pos sessing official identification , or
establishing lines of restriction beyond which unauthorized persons are not
permit�ed to pas s .
ARTICLE 5 - PARKING
S ect ion 1 - - Parking , exc ept as otherwise provided in this ordinance , every
vehicle stopped or parked upon a street shall be so stopped or parked with
the wheels of such vehicle parallel to the roadway and within twelve ( 12)
inches of any existing right-hand curb .
S ection 2
Angle parking signs or rr.arking , upon those streets or in thos e
parking lots which have been des ignated for angle parking , n o person shall
stop , stand , or park a Yehicle other than at an angle to the curb or edge of
the stYeet indic at ed by such s igns or markings , and no person shall stop ,
stand , or park a vehicle except completely within such pavement markings
which may exist .
S ect ion 3 - - Parking not to obstruct traffic ; no person shall park any vehi
cle-upon any str�et or parking lot in such a manner or under such conditions
as to leave available insufficient width of the roadway for free movement of
vecicle traffic , also as to require vehicles operating upon the roadway to
leave their ass igned traffic lane in order to pas s such vehicle .
Section_'.± - - Prohibitions ( no signs required ) ; no pe:rson shall stop or park
a vehicle except when nece s s ary to avoid conflict with other traffic or in
compliance with law or direct ions of a public s afety officer or traffic con
trol devic e in any of the following places : on a sidewalk ; in front of a
driveway; within an inters ect ion ; within fifteen ( 15) feet of a cros swalk ;
on the highway side of any vehicle stopped or parked at the edge or curb of
a street ; in any plac e or in any manner so as to blcck immediate egres s from
any emergency exit or exits c onspicuously marked as such on buildings .
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S ect ion 5 -- No person shall stop , stand or park a vehicle except when neces
s ary to avoid conflict with traffic or in compliance with the direction of a
public s afety officer in violation of any legally established parking restric- :
tion or prohibition , provided that s igns stating such restriction or prohibi - !
tions are duly posted in accordance with this ordinance .
S ection 6 -- l'Jo person shall park a vehicle upon any street for the principal
purpose of displaying such vehicle for E ale , · displaying advertis ing , storage
for more than forty-eight ( 48) c ontinuous hour s .

Section 7 -- Metered parking zones ; when parking meters are erected adj acent
to a space marked for parking , such space shall be a metered parking zone and
no person shaJJ.. stop his vehicle in any such zone for a period of time longer
than des�gnated on s aid parking meter upon the deposit of a coin of the United
States Currency of the denooinat ion des ignated on s aid meters on any day ex
c ept Sundays and legal holidays as herein defined , except G::>vernment -owned
vehi::::les shall be exempt from payment of the meter fee .
Section 8 -- Every vehicle shall be parked wholly within the metered parking
space for which the meter shows parking privilege has been granted .
Section 9 -- When parking gates are installed to restrict use of a parking
area or parking lot , no per son shall use such area without depos iting the
coin of the United States ��rrency of the denomination de signated on s aid
parking gate , and according to the operating instructions c.es ignated for
the park��g gate .
Section 10 -- No person shall drive or attempt to drive a i.7ehicle through park
ing lot exits or entrances c ontrolled by parking g ates except in the manner
posted and indicg,,t ed by the nat11re of the operation of the p arking gate .
Sect ion 11 - - No person shall irive or attempt to drive a vehicle into a park
ing lot through the exit side of the parking gate or drive a vehicle from a
parking lot through the entrance s ide of the parking gate unle s s directed to
do so by a public safety officer .
Section 12 - - Pas s enger loading zone ; no persor.. shall stop , stand or park a
vehicle for any period of time or for any purp.- ·se except for the expeditious
loading or unloading of pas sengers in any place marked as a pas senger loading
zone during hour s when the regulat ions applicable to such a pass enger loading
zone are effective .
S ection 13 -- No person shall stop , sta.�d or park a vehicle for ' any purpose
or length of time other than for the expeditious unloading and delivery or
pickup and loading of material in any place marked as a freight loading zone
during hours when the provisions applicable to such zones are in effect , pro
vided t1:at the driver of a vehicle may stop temporarily at a place marked as
a freigr-t loading zo�e for the purpose of and while actualJ..y engaged in load
ing or unloading pas sengers when such stopping does not int erfere with any
motor vehicle us ed for the transportat ion of materials which is waiting to
enter or about to enter such zone .
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S ection 14 -- In any proceedings for violation of the parking provi s ions of
this ordinance the registration plate and/or Univers ity permit displayed on
such motor vehicles shall constitute in evidence a prima faciae presumption
that the owner of such motor vehicle was the person who parked or placed such
motor vehicle at the point where such violation occurred .
Section 15 -- No parking-tow-away zone ; where temporary or permanent no park
ing zones are establi shed and where there is posted tow-away zone signs , vehi
cles parked in violat ion may be towed away and imp�mded . The reasonable cost
of removal and storage shall be borne by the owner .

Section 16 - - w:.� enever any motor vehicle without driver i s found parked or
stopped in viol�tion of any of the restrictions im?osed by this ordinance ,
the officer finjing such vehicle shall take its registration number and may
take any other information displayed on the vehicle which may identify its
user and shall ,::: onspicuously affix to such vehicle a traffic violat ion card .

Section 17 - - Whenever an officer removes a vehicle from the street as author
ized herein and the officer knows or is able to ascertain the name and address
of the owner thereof , such officer shall within a reasonable period of time
give or c ause to be given a notice in writing to the owner of the fact of such
removal , the reason , therefore , and the place to which such vehicle has been
removed . In the event any such vehicle is stored in a garage , a copy of such
notice shall be given to the proprietor of such garage .
Section 18 -- Whenever an officer removes a vehicle from a street , as provided
l1ere in , and does not know and is not able to ascertain the name of the owner ,
or for any other reason is unable to give the notice to the owner as herein
before provided : and in the event a vehicle is not returned to the owner with
in a period of three days , the officer shall within a reasonable period of time
s end or caus e to be sent a written report of such removal by mail to the Com
�is s ioner of the Michigffil Stat e Polic e , and shall file a copy of such notice
with the proprietor of any garage in which the vehicle !IlaY be stored . Such
notice shall inc lude a complete des cription of the VE:�,�le , the date , time
snd plac e froK �hich removed , the reasons for such removal , and the name of
the garage or plac e where the vehicle is stored .
ARTICLE

6 - ADMINISTRATION

3ection 1 -- The Treasurer for the Board of Regents shall exercise the powers
3.lld duties provided in this ordinance in a manner consistent with prevailing
�raffic s afety practices and in the best interest of Eastern Michigan Univer3ity . The Treasurer shall have the authority to delegate to the Chief of the
Univers ity P�blic Safety Department and the Director of the Phys ical Plant
�espons ib ility fJr determining and installing proper timing and maintenance
of traffic contrJl devices ; to plan and direct the operation of traffic on
streets within t�e boundaries of Eastern Michigan Univers ity; to establish
parking areas th2rein , des ignating limitations and uses thereof ; to cert ify
as to the installation of such devices and uses thereof ; to certify as to the
�nstallation of such devices and s igns by posting the same in the adrr_ini stra
tion building - ?ierce Hall , and the headquarters of the Univers ity Public
Safety Departmen� , or such other public places as may be dee�ed appropr iate
vithin the c ampus and accessible to the public ; the establishment of stop
E igns , standing or parking or stopping regulations and speed restrictions ;
to establish one-way streets , alleys , cros swalks , s afety zones and traffic
lanes and such other markings , restrictions and street des ignations as may
te deemed necessary for the public interest , and for the protection of ve
�icles and pedestr ia.r:s .
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Section 2 -- The Treasurer for the Board of Regents shall �ave authority to
authorize the Chief of the Univers ity Public Safety Depart�ent and the Direc
tor of the Jhys ical Plant to determine and des ignate meter 2d parking z ones ,
and to �nstall and maintain as many parking meters as nec e 3 s ary in said me
tered parking zones where it is determined that the installation of parking
�eters shall be necessary to aid in the regula�ion , control and inspection
of the parking of vehicles ; also to determine or des ignate parking lots or
areas which shall be controlled or restricted by parking gates , an1 to install
and maint ain as many parking gates as may be nec e s s ary in s aid areas where it
i s determined that the installation of parking gates shall be necessa�y to aid
the regulat ion and control of the parked vehicleE .
Section 3 - - The Treasurer for the Board of Regents is hereby empowered to es
tablish spec�al restricted parking areas ( and signs which �ndicate such re stric 
t�ons ) where such re strict�ons are nec essary for e s s ential activities of the
Univers ity and/or where interfe�enc e with such operations nay advers ely affect
the public in�erest in maintaining a s afe and well-ordered campus .
Section 4 - - No person shall attempt to or in fact alter , c.efac e , injure , knock
d01m , or remove any traffic or parking control device .
S ection 5 -- All motor vehicle s driveL on the campus by University apartment
res idents , faculty and staff menbers must be registered with the Univers ity.
The c ampus is defined as Univers ity-owned property. Those driving more than
one motor veh�cle must register each vehicle .
Section 6 - - Charges for parking to faculty, staff , students , and vis itors
stall �as established by the Boar� of Regents . The Boarc may exempt certain
employees , or groups of employee s , Etudents , or vis itors from such charges .
A3.TICLE 7 - PENALTIES AND PROCEDURE ON VIOLATIONS
Sect ion 1 -- The Treasurer shall establish a Parking Violations Burea� wj thin
the Univers ity Public Safety Depart�ent , and together with the Chief of the
University Public Saf ety Department , shall develop rules and procedures for
enforcement of this Ordinance iL accordance with Act 300 of the Public Acts
of 1949 ( Michigan Vehicle Code) as amended , end Act 291 of the Public Acts
of 1967 , as amended .
Section 2 - - Violation of parking regulations s et forth in Article 5 of this
Ordinance shall constitute " c ivil infract ions " and shall be enforced and pro
cessed in acccrdance with the rules an1 procedures develope� in accordance
with Section 1 above .
Section 3 -- In the c as e of a parking violation , if the def2ndant fails to
ad.�it responsib�lity, deny responsibility, or admit responsibility with ex
planation within 30 days , the fine shall be doubled the am�int s et forth in
the s chedule in this article ; otherwi s e , the fine for violations shall be as
set forth in the schedule . If it is necessary �o issue a citation to the de
fe�dant , costs of an additional ten ( $10 . 00 ) dollars shall Je as s e s s ed .
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SCHEDULE CF VIOLAT:on FEES :
A.

Blocking fire hydrant . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • • $ 10 . 00

B.

Double parking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . - . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

5 . 00

C.

Night p9.rking in prchibited zone ( 2-6 a.. :n . ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5 , 00

D.

Qvert ime par}:ir_g • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

3 . 00

E.

Pc..rking in prot.ib ::.ted zone . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . • • .

5 . 00

F.

Parking within 30 feet of sto� sign . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • $

5 . 00

G.

Parking meter violstion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

3 . 00

H.

Parking within 20 feet of croEswalk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5 . 00

I.

Parking on left s ide of curb (except on one-vay street ) . • . . . . • . .

5 . 00

J.

Parking on margir::. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5 . 00

K.

Unwthorized perking on Univers ity property . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • •

5 . 00

L.

Parking on gras s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . .

5 . 00

M.

Parking in Restricted Zone . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • • . • •

5 . 00

N.

Parking in Hc.ndic a:i::ped Zone • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • •

25 . 00

O.

Alteration or cle stru�tion of traffic or parking control device • .

10 . 00

Section 4 -- All c ivil i:nf'raction fines for parking violstions are payable at
the Parking Violations B·Jreau of th'= Uni�rs ity Public Safety Department lo
c ated in the Parking Str:.1cture , or other des ignated loc ation .
Section 5 -- In the event that a dEfendant is fcund to have violated this
0::-din� by a Court of proper jur.sidiction . the -fine s chedule provided in
Section 3 above sh,J..l be applied by such court as a minin:um fine schedule .
In the event of bar-::lship , the court may s:1.spend the minin:um fine , or in the
event such violation rrerits a fine greater tt.an the minimum, the court may
levy a greater fine not to exceed $25 . OO o IL the event such violator has
failed to appear in cou:rt and a W9.l'::-ant has teen issued , the c ourt may leV;,'
in addition to the fine , a Warranty fee in accor dan�e ·with the regular au
thority and practic� of the court .
Sectio� 6 -- The Chief of the Uni�r::rs ity Public Safety t epartment shall be
responsible for the is suance of bo�ks of violation car1s and c omplaint forms
and sh9.ll maintain �r shall c ause to b e mair_taineJ a record of every su�h
book a..."1 :1 each set of violation c a:::-:ls and coillp_aint for:ns c ontained therein
is sued to the individual members of the Public Safety Department and shall
require and retain a receipt for every book so i ssued .
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ARTICLE 8 - SEVERANCE PROVISION
If any provis ior of this ordinance or part thereof shall be adjudged invalid
by a c ourt of ccrnpetent jurisdiction , then such adjudic �tion shall not affect
the validity of this ordinance as a whole , or an;y provi3 ion or part thereof
not so adjudged invalid .

ARTICLE 9 - EFFECTIVE DATE OF ORDINA::1CE
Thi s ordinance shall become effective on the publication of said ordinance
in the Univers ity newspaper . Copies of saic. ordinanc e shall be made avail
able at the Univ€rs ity Public Safety Depart�ent .

Regent Bernard raised several questions that were answered by the administration
re9arding this reconnendation.
Motion carried.

Regent Oyer moved and Regent Beard seconded tha� the Budget Transfers for the
months of May and June 1979, be received and pl aced on fil e.
Regent Dyer expl ained that this subject had been discussed l ast e·,ening at the
Finance Committee meeting and it was fel t the Board shou l d 1ave the administration
highl ight transfers whi ch are going from one function to anJther. As an exampl e �
schol arship monies being transferred into the Heal th Center. Whenever they cross
functional l ines it shoul d be pointed out very cl earl y to tie Board so they can
see exactl y what is happening with that budget.
Vice-President RomkEma said the President is the onl y perso1 who has the authority
to transfer funds from personal services accounts into any other category.
Re,;ient Dyer added trat he wants a separate page in the futu�e tha-c woul d spel l
out when dol l ars are being transferred from one function to another.
Motion carried.
Regent Dyer asked Vice-President Romkema if he i,..oul d give the oral report
contained in Section #11, regarding the Endowment Fund Inve� tment� .
Vice-President Romke�a said he met with representatives of the co�mon fund and
the American Investm2nt Managers, Inc. He said he establ is�ed a timetabl e and
targeted the month of September as when a recommendation woL l d be made on the
money managers. He 3aid it was a very educationa l experience for the administration
that worked on this.
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Regent Dyer commented on the interesting backgrounds of the people being
considered .
Regent Rush asked Regent Dyer facetiously, how this selection process compares
to that used with the Stein Company.
Regent Dyer said there are at least thirteen bids being considered in this
process , not two; there is no comparison .
Regent Dyer referred to the report contained in Section #12 and asked Acting ,
Preside�t Evans to make comments on it .
Acting President Evans said the Board had requested at the last meeting that
the administration get costs on the painting of Bowen Field House and this is
the first item in the report .
Regent Bernard said she understood a minority bi dder was the low bidder on this
project and only got the job as a result of having competitive bids being taken
on this project.
Acting President Evans said yes, that is correct, the administration was offering
more in the way of information in the report than what was requested because he
felt it should be tied into the Intramural Building that is being considered .
Regent Bernard reminded Acting President Evans that she i nitiated this particular
subject and she feels people outside this University would have more contact
with Bowen Field House than any other building on the campus. It is her under
standing that they have only four weeks in which to complete this job . She said
it would have to be done during the summer . Also she said she noted in the
transfer report that there had been some monies transferred to paint certain
sections of the footbal l stadium for which she was very pleased . She said she
also knows that the floor in the bas ketball arena needs to be raised, but her
main concern was to get Bowen Field House painted .
Regent Rush said he made the effort to go to Bowen Field House this morning
prior to the Board meeting, and he noticed that the facility really needed
attention . But, he said, the paint wasn 1 t that bad, the building was very
dirty. He said the specifications for the paint job would have to include its
being washed before it could ever be painted, and he felt it would be ,wise to
delay the painting until the new President arrives on campus .

I t was then moved by Regent Rush and supported by Regent Board that the adminis
tration be requested to conduct an investigation concerning the possibility of
cleaning portions of Bowen Field House, especially the ceilings and pipes to
improve the appearance and, if feasible, to go ahead and complete the cleaning
this summer .
Several questions were raised regarding this recommendation. Acting President
Evans asked Vice-President Romkema i f he would respond since he and his staff
developed the report on the intramural and rec reational facilities dated
July 1979 .
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Regent Dyer asked if Vice- President Romkema felt it would be counter-productive
if we painted the field house now.
V i ce- President Romkema said that depending upon which option the Board would
buy ; the field house may have the same function in the future as it has now;
but if they accept one of the other options it would be counter-productive.
Regent Dyer then asked Vice- President Romkema if he felt the 1977 proposal
h2s any l ikelihood of succeeding.
Vi ce- President Romkena responded no, as the 1977 proposal meets several needs
b�t the alternative meets the intramural needs, and that $35,000 is the only
risk on a several million dollar project, and it is a very small risk.
REgent Dyer commented he thought they should get it painted and get some use
o�t of it .
Chairman Robb asked if they c2n keep the fees the same if they go with this proposal.
He continued, if they raise the fees fifty cents per credit hour, how much money
wculd be generated.
Acting President Evans answered it would generate $200,000 extra per year.
Regent Kinzel asked about the fee situation at Bowling Green Uni versity.
Vice- President Romkema said that at Bowling Green all full-time students pay
$30 per quarter, and $90 per year, for this facility whether they use it or not.
He said this pays for only one-third of the cost of the facility. In addition,
he said, the students at Bowling Green are already paying $90 for other services.
Regent Dyer asked the administration if they would check on the possibility
of joint funding 'with the city and the township.
Vice- President Romkema said a joint undertaking could possibly be pursued with
an ice arena.
Chairman Robb said he was somewhat leery about joint ventures. He said it might
be better for the University to obtain the dollars for the facility and lease
it to the city or township.
Regent Dyer said he disagreed with Regent Robb ' s position.
Acting President Evans asked Vice- President Romkema if he felt any of the
pri orities have changed since the 1977 report, and he said he felt they had not.
Re�ent Bernard asked what the Athleti c Director and the Intramural Director
felt about this report.
Re�ent Dyer said that since we did have some time, and if these people have not
been involved in the report, the Board should certainly get their opinions.
Acti:ig President Evans said the administration wanted to be sure they knew
what the Board wanted before they worked with a large group on this matter.
He cJntinued that efforts in the past to obtain outside funding have not met
with any success.
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Regent Dyer said he could understand the feelings of the administration on
this and there may not be many dollars, but he feels it should be explored again.
Vice-President Hawks said he was contacted recently by Ron Allen, the Township
Supervisor, who was attempting to arrange a meeting between himself and Repre
sentative Owen to discuss joint ventures. Hopefully, that meeting will ta ke
place soon.
Regent Kinz el asked several questions regarding the options and the timetable
concerni ng the painting.
Vice-President Romkema said it would probably cost about $ 15,0JO just to clean
the buil ding .
Regent Rush said he would withdraw his motion or change cleaning to painting.
Regent Board said he would support Regent Rush in the change of the motion,
from cleaning to painting.
It was agreed that the report on intramural and recreational facilities, dated
July 1979, would not be shared with other groups at this point.
Chair�an Robb asked how the Board would like to handle this special report, should
they hol d a special meeting in September.
Regent Dyer suggested that a special meeting of the Board mi ght be the way to
consider the report, but he definitely felt the Athletic Director and the
Intramu ral Director should be involved.
Regent Board said he agreed with Dr. Dyer and he trusted that they had been
involved in the makeup of the report.
Regent Bernard asked Vice-President Hawks to have the Athletic and Intramural
Directors provide comments along with his comments of these proposals. All
Board members agreed that should be done.
Regent Dyer sugge·sted possibly a Friday night trip to a football game as a
good time to have the Board consider that report.
Chairman Robb asked Secretary Hawks if he would
he has had an opportunity to contact the people
Those Board members who would like to travel to
see the i r intramural, recreational and athletic
Vice- President Hawks, as he was sure Gary would
their travel arrangements. He said the Bowling
September 8.

send a memo to the Board a fter
at Bowling Green University.
Bowling Green University to
facilities should contact
be more than happy to arrange
Green game is scheduled for

Regent Rush asked if he understood it correctly that the faculty and students
should not receive a copy of this report at this time.
Regent Dyer said he felt it was appropriate to get faculty and student input
into this report, but he does not feel that all ite�s contained in this rep�rt,
such as the portion on properties, should be pr�vided to any more people th3n
those who have that information now.
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All Board members agreed that information should not be widely distributed and
that the report should have all sensitive and privileged information removed
from it before it is distributed to faculty and student leadership.
Chairman Robb expressed concern about involving any other people with this report
at this time, but said he would go along with it. He said he woul d rather meet
as a group before the report is given any distribution at all.

Reg�nt Rush said he Lt11derstood Regent Robb's position, but suggested Acting
President Evans send a cover letter with the report to explain to the student
and facul� leadership exactly what the Board is asking them to consider.

Chairman Robb then asked Secretary Hawks if h e would read the motion as revised.

.2117 M

BOWEN F I ELD HOUSE -- REPA I NT I NG & OTHER IMPROVEMENTS

Secretary Hawks read. .. It was moved by Regent Rush and supported by Regent Board
that the administrat� on award the bid of $37,000 for the interior painting of
Bowen Fi eld House wh� ch appears as Item #1 of the report in Section 12 of the
Agenda, dated July 25, 1979.
Motion carried.
Regent Dyer noted thct Section 12a was the 1979-80 Staffing Su�mary and Staff
Appointments Listing that the Board could take with them. Regent Dyer asked
Secretary Hawks to show the Board where these books were located and show them
copies at this time � o they could peruse them if they wished. Secretary Hawks
held up each of the two books and advised the Board there were copies available
for each of them.
Chairman Robb asked �egent Milford if she would be kind enough to provide the
Educational Policies Committee report in the absence of its Chairman, Regent
Ullrich , who was in � an Francisco on company business .
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. 2118 M APPOINTMENTS
Regent Mil ford mc ved and Regent Board seconded that the Appointmen
ts be approved
as l isted in Section #i5.
Staff

Bi weekl y

Effective

Admissions Office

$ 276 . 15

5/ 21(79

Candiotti, Mich=l l e
Academic Services
AP-07 Academi: �dvisor

536 . 62

6/ 28/79

Payrol l

295 .46

6/5/79

Formichel l a, Jo1n
Housing
AP-05 Resident Unit .A,dvisor

300 . 97

8/ 19/79

Bl itz, Katherin=
CS-03 Cl erk/ Typist

Carr, Priscil l a D .
CS-03 Account Clerk

5 . 10/hr . 6/4/79

Gol den, Joey L .
FM-06 Cus todi :1n

Physical Pl ant

Graham, Anna
CS-04 Secretary II

Medic.al Tech (50% )
Nursi ng Education (50% )

321 . 96

6/18/79

House, Kimberl y f�.
CS-03 Account Clerk

Acco unting

295 .46

6/ 25/79

Kreis, Dianne
CS-02 Cl erk/Typi st

HPER&D ( 50%)

276 . 15

6/11/79

Housing
Levy, Gary M.
AP-05 Resident Jnit Advisor

302 . 81

8/19/79

University Publ icat� ons
Petrel l a, Frank
AP-04 Graphic _Arts Technician II

346 . 58

5/ 21/79

Shipl ey, Susan
CS-04 Secreta�y I I

Institute for Study of Chil dren
and Famil ies

321 . 96

6/1/79

Toml in, Roxanne
CS-03 Account Cl erk

Physical Pl ant

295 .46

6/18/79

Ware, Johnnie
CS-04 Secreta �y II

Continuing Education

321 . 96

6/11/79
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Effe ctive

Faculty - Le ctur er s
Nu:- sing

Summer

$ 3 , 400

6 -2 5 - 79

A c ctg & Fin

Summe r

1, 050

6 - 25 -79

Currie & Inst

Summer

1, 850

6 - 2 5 - 79

Educ Psych

Summer

2, 800

6 - 2 5 - 79

Up·.vard B ound

Summe r

500

6 - 1 8 -79

26. 70%

Chemi stry

Summe r

1 , 200

7 - 24 - 79

Baj c z, William J.

40%

Chzmi stry

Summe r

1 , 100

6 - 2 5 -79

Ba s s , Ann ·

4 0%

Special Educ

Summe r

925

6 - 2 5 -79

Bayerl, John

40%

Guid & C oun

Summer

-' l , 0 5 0

6 - 2 5 - 79

Sociology

Surmne r

1 , 020

6 -2 5 - 79

Special Educ

Summer

2, 100

6 - 2 5 - 79

A c :::tg & Fin

Surmne r

3 , 520

6-25 -79

Ed·:.ic Ldr shp

Annual

Sociology

Summe r

2, 100

6 - 2 5 - 79

1 00%

A g e e , Judith

33. 33%

Aggarwal, Vinay

8 0%

A r on son, Richard
Augenstein , Patricia

1 0 0%
2 5%

Ayotte, Donald G.
Ays cough, Peter

3 3 . 33%

Bonney, Charles
Bowe, John

8 0%

B ro mley, Robert

66. 6 6 %

B rown, Duane

1 0 0%

Byl s ma , Donald

66. 66%

.· 2 � . 1 1 2

7 - 1 - 79

Cada rette , Richard

80%

Cur rie & In st

Su1nmer

2, 1 0 0

6-25 -79

Cain , Martha

60%

Special Educ

Summe r

1 , 200

6 - 2 5.- 7 9

3 3 . 3 3%

Management

Summer

1 , 2 0 ()

6 - 2 5 -79

Engli sh

Spring

506

5 - 2 5 - 79

Management

Summer

1, 200

6 - 2 5 - 79

Camp, Ri chaurd R.
Clary, Chanda
Co rni sh, William

Sub stitute
33. 33%
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Fa culty - Lectur er s

Effective

(Cont 1 d )

925

6-25 -79

Sunmer

1 , 200

6 - 2 5 -7 9

U pwar d Bound ) Summe r

1, 000

6 - 18 -79

Economi c s

Summer

1 , 000

6 - 2 5 - 7. 9

Currie & Inst

Summe r

1 , 9 50

6 - 2 5 - 79

Mu sic

Wint e r

400

1 -2 6 - 79

40%

Guid & C oun

Summer

1 , 000

6 - 2 5 - 79

60. 67%

Mathemati c s

Summe r

2 , 040

6 -2 5 - 7 9

Upward Bound

Summer

500

6- 18 -79

Cox, Juanita

40%

Special Educ

Summer

C ri s s ey, Cha rl e s

5 0%

Admin S erv &
Bus Educ

50%

Davi s , Carolyn
Davi s , John
D eem, James
DiBla s i , Fran c e s c o
Do s ey, Mary
Durham, Lora

33. 33%
8 0%
Honorarium

$

Eckel, Maury

25%

Engli sh, John

1 0 0%

Educ Ldr shp

Summer

2, 667

6 -.2 5 - 79

FJ etche r , Katr.le e:i

1 00%

So cial Work

Sun.mer

450

8 - 1 3 -79

Fur s e , Cla r e T .

20%

Chemi stry

Summer

8 00

7 - 24 - 7 9

Gabl e r , June

40%

Educ Ldr shp

Summer

/1 , 0 5 0

6-25 -79

Ind. T ech &
Ind. Educ

Spring

1 , 000

4 - 30 - 7 9

Educ Ldr s hp

Summer

1 , 050

6 - 2 5 - 79

Sociolo gy

Summer

2, 100

6 - 2 5 -79

Currie & Inst

Summer

1, 500

6 - 2 5 -79

423

7- 1 6 -79

Gae rtner , Ha r old

Garver , George
Grave s , Fo r r e st
Grodi , J oyc e

3 3 . 3 3%
4 0%
66. 66%
80

Haddad, Franc e s

1 00%

Y emen Proj ect Summer

Han s on, Virginia

1 0 0%

Nur sing

Summer

2, 750

6 -2 5 -79

Hawl ey, Eve r ett

1 0 0%

A c ctg & Fin .·

Summe r

3, 4 1 0

6 - 25 -79

Hawley, Kathleen M.

1 0 0%

Nur sing

S unmer

2, 7 5 0

6-25 -79

Higgin s , Franci s A .

40%

Educ Ldr shp

Summe r

1, 050

6 - 2 5 - 79

Ho gancamp, Richard

40%

Educ Ldr shp

Summer

1 , 050

6-25 -79

3 -1

Faculty - Lecturer s (Cont' c. )

Effective

Hurt, Charles D.

33%

Manag e ment

S p ::-ing

Jan s en, Charle s

3 3%

Hi s tory

·1·

1 , 455

5 - 1 -79

Su mmer

1 , 500

6- 17 -79

, I

Jenk s , Robert

1 00%

Edu c Ldr s h:i::

Summ er

1 , 050

7 -9-79

King, Edwa rd

1 0 0%

Educ Ldr shi:

Summe r

2, 2 0 0

6-25-79

K oka s zka, Robert

1 00%

S pe cial Educ

Summer

2, 350

6 - 2 5 - 79

ORIS

Summer

1, 100

6-25-79

Health Admi:i.

Summer
( � . 4 wk s )
Fall
( 4 . 6 wks )

3, 966

7 - 1 - 79

2, 172

8 - 2 9 -79

K ra snewich, Diane

3 3. 3 3%

Kraushaar , Donald

1 00%

K r eger, Rober t

8 0%

Special Educ

Su:::1.m c r

1, 875

6 - 2 5 - 79

Lennox, T ed

4 0%

Spe cial Educ

Summer

1 , 000

6 - 2 5 - 79

Lombard, Jame s

4 0%

Educ Ldr sh:i:

Su::i.mc�r

1, 050

6 -2 5-79

Lovich, Nichola s

80%

Special Educ

Summer

1 , 87 5

6-25-79

S peech

Summer

�2 , 7 00

6-25-79

Marketing

S ummer

1 , 200

6 - 2 5 - 79

3 9 , 04 5

7 - 1 - 79

Luka savitz, Raymon::l A. 66. 66%
Lund s ten, Lo rman

3 3. 3 3 %

Mc Ca r r on, James

1 00%

Mahone, Charli e E.
Mar shall, Evelyn
Mendler , Jan et
Mer rick, Ri chard
Me s sier, Ronald

66. 66%
1 00%
2 0%
1 0 0%
66%

Swa ziland Proj An:iual
A c ctg & Fin

Summer

2, 1 0 0

6 - 2 5 - 79

Currie & Inst

Summer

2 , 200

6 -2 5 -79

Engli sh

Fa:..1

1 , 350

8 -29 -79

Swa ziland Proj Annual
Hi s tory

2 3, 87 3

7 - 1 -79

Summer

950

Sunrner

4 , 400

6 -4-79

7-2 1 -79

Miller, Augu st

66. 7 0%

C hemi stry

Summer

2, 050

6 - 25 -79

Nightingale, Jo hn

33. 33%

Manag ement

Sur.:i.me r

1, 200

6 -2 5-79
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Faculty - Lectur er s - (Cont ' d )
Ogden, Marga r et A.

2 5%
3 3 . 3 3%

Pai g e , Anthony

Effective
Upwa r d Bound

Summer

Management

500

6 - 1 8 -79

Summer

1, 200

6 - 2 5 - 79

Nur sing

Summer

2 , 900

6 - 2 5 - 79

$

Quigley, Kathle en

1 00%

Rai sanen, Ly:::ida

4 0%

Special Educ

·summer

900

6-25-79

-Ra ske, Mary Ann

4 0%

Special Educ

S unmer

950

6-25-79

Schmuckal, Ralph

33. 3 3%

Ac ctg & Fin

Summer

1 , 050

6 - 2 5 - 79

Schropp, Jame s

6 0%

Library

Summer

1 , 452

6 - 2 5 - 79

Sheldon, Donald

4 0%

Educ Ldr s hp

Su mmer

1 , 050

6 - 25 - 7 9

1 0 0%

Health Admin

Summer
( 8 . 4 wk s )
Fall
( 4 . 6 wks )

3 , 48 9

7 - 1 -79

1, 911

8 - 29 - 7 9

Slaughter, Harvey

Snid erman, Sam
Springfi eld, B etty

Biology

Summer

- 2, 970

6 -2 5 - 7 9

80%

Educ Ldr shp

Summer

2 ,. 1 0 0

6 -2 5 -79

80%

Currie & In st

Summe r

:-1 , 8 0 0

6 -2 5 - 7 9

Chemi stry

Summer

2 , 000

6 - 2 5 - 79

1 0 0%

Smith, Ellen

•

Stoffan, Jeanette M.

-6 6 . 7 0 %

Stovall, B enni e

5 0%

Social W o rk

Summer

1 , 48 5

6 -2 5 - 7 9

Strumwa s s er , J ennifer

4 0%

Cur rie & In st

Summe r

925

6 -2 5 - 7 9

Sw egl e s , Shi rl ey

4 0%

Special Educ

Summer

925

6-25-79

Nur sing

Summer

3, 100

6 -2 5 - 7 9

Thornbury, Karen M.

1 0 0%

Ward, Alb e rt

4 0%

Educ Ldr shp

Summer

1 , 050

6-25-79

W e ston, Jame s

4 0%

Spe cial Educ

Summer

925

6 - 2 5 - 79

1 0 0%

Special Educ

Summer

2 , 40 0

6 - � 5 - 79

W illiams , John

4 0%

Educ Psych

Summer

1 , 100

6 - 2 5 - 79

W ood, Ann

8 0%

Special Educ

Summer

1 , 87 5

6 - 2 5 - 79

Wilk, Opal
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Effe ctive

Fa culty - Lectur er s (Cont' d )
Wood, Walter R.

33. 33%

Wus s ow, v..-alter

66%

Y oung, Gordon

ORIS

Summer

$ 1 , 200

Hi s to ry

Summe r

3, 0 0 0

Hi sto ry
66%
Admin Add-on

Summer
Summe r

850
1 00

6 - 2 5 - 79
6 -4-79
6 - 2 3 -7 9
6-23-79

Graduate A s si stants

394

4- 30-79

Summe r

838

6 - 2 5 - 79

Guid & Coun s el

Summe r

630

6 - 2 5 - 79

Jackson, Tc-m

Chemi s try

Spring

838

4 - 30 - 79

Kinnell, Rit3.

HPER &D

Summe r

672

6-25 -79

K ogow ski, Gary

Chemi s try

Spring

838

4 - 30 - 79

Mo ghaddarnnia, Ha s s an

Chemi stry

Spring

838

4 - 3 0 - 79

Pulter, Kim

Inst. Research

Sun.mer

/788

6 -25-79

Ruokolainer: ! Robert

Physi c s

Summe r

838

6 - 2 5 - 79

Williams, Robert

Chemi stry

Spring

788

4- 30-79

Yadollahee, Said

Chemi stry

Spring

788

4 - 3 0 - 79

Yang, Ali c e

So ciology

Summer

788

6 - 2 5 - 79

Boyd, Denis e

Chemi stry

Spring

H end er son, James

ORIS

Hopkin s , Janet

$
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Effective

Supplemental Appointment s

$4, 5 2 3

6 -25-79

1 , 500

4 - 30 -79

Su

1 00

6 - 2 5 - 79

5 0%

Su

1 , 374

6 - 2 5 - 79

HPER &D

1 00 %

Su

3, 675

6 -25-79

A s s-::> c Prof

HPER &D

1 6 . 67%

Wi

970

2 -6-79

Bigler, Mary

A s s:: Prof

Ccr ric & In st
,( Honora rium)

Sp

125

4 - 30 - 7 9

Bird, Geo rge

Pr oie s sor

Spe e ch

5 0%

Su

2 , 362

6 -2 5-79

Blai r, John

A s s o c Prof

Educ P sych

5 O o/o

Su

1, 9 1 8

6-25 -79

B raden, Jo s eph

A r s o c Prof

Marketing

1 0 0%

Su

2 , 145

7 - 5 - 79

B rown, Kaar en

A s st Prof

Sc cial W o rk

5 0%

Su

1 , 540

6-25 -79

B rylow ski , Walter

Profe s s or

Engli sh
(Sub stitut e )

1 0 0%

Sp

1 , 0 58

5 -2 5 -79

Sp

350

4 - 2 3 - 79

1 0 0%

A dams , John

Frcfe s s o r

HPER &D

And e r s on , Roberta

A s st Prof

Sp e cial Educ 44. 30%

Spr

Angelocci , Angelo

Profe s s or

Inst f o r Study
of Children
(Suppler.1.ental Pay )

Atchi s on, B e r::1.a r d

In structor

O c cup Therapy

Bank s , Gary

A s s:l c Prof

B ell, Mary

Burns , Joanne

Honora rium

Su

Cabr era, Hayde e M.

A ss t Prof

Library

1 00%

Su

3, 657

6 -25-79

Cline, William

A s s oc Prof

Bilingual

1 00%

Su
Sp

4, 664
250

6 -25-79
5- 20-79

C o cc o , Victor

A s st P rof

1 00%

Su
Sp

3, 675
3 34

6 -25-79
4- 30-79

C onley, James

A s s o e Prof

Management

5 0%

Su

2, 5 8 6

6 - 25-79

Cook s ey, Robert

A s st Prof

Ind. T e ch
(Hono rarium)

Wi

56

1 -25 -79

Delventhal, No rman

As st Prof

Ind T ech &
Ir.cl Educ

Su
SU

3, 666
1, 189

6 - 2 5 - 79
8 - 6 - 79

Cur r & Inst
(3 days only)

1 00%
1 00%

•
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Suppl emental Appointmer_t s (Cont' d )

Effective

1 0 0%

Su

$3, 696

6 -25 -79

Art
Profe s sor
A dmin Add-on

1 0 0%

Su
Su

1, 569
196

6 -25 -79
6 -25 -79

F e n z , Emanuel

A s s oc Prof
History
Admin Add - on

1 0 0%

Su
Su
Su

4 , 268
1, 423
1 , 829

6 - 17-79
6 - 17 -79
8 -4 - 79

Gho sheb, Naj ati

Profe s s or

Y emen Proj

1 0 0%

Su

72 1

7 - 1 6 -79

Goff, E.i cha r d

Profe s sor

Hi story

1 0 0%

Su

5, 2 34

6 - 17 -79

Golds mith, William

A s st Prof

Cur r & In st

1 0 0%

Su

3, 709

6 - 2 5 - 79

Gwaltn3y, Thom.c. s

F rofe s s o r

Soc Found
Stu T chg

5 0%
3 3%

Su
Su

2, 305
1 , 8 27

6 -25 -79
6 -25-79

Hee, Christopher

A s st Prof

Mathemati c s 3 3 . 3 3%

Su

1 , 39 2

6 -2 5 - 79

J ohn s o :1 , :)avid C • .

A s st Prof

Swa ziland Proj

1 0 0%

Su

5, 808

6 - 2 6 - 79

Jone s , Micha el

A s s o c Prof

A cad Affair s

1 0 0%

Su

3, 953

6 -25-79

Kimball, "Nilliarr1

Frofe s s or

A c ctg & Fin

5 0%

Su

3 ., 1 0 7

6 -2 5 - 79

K rieger, .:viary

· A s so c Prof

Home Econ

1 0 0%

Su

1 , 235

7-9 -79

K rome r , -Nilliarr_

A s s o c Prof

Swa ziland Proj

1 0 0%

Anru.al 3 5 , 1 34

Kuwik, Pcul

A s s o c Prof

Ind T ech &
Ind Educ

1 0 0%

Sp

1 , 34 1

6 - 1 1 -79

Frofe s so r

Soc Found

1 00%

Su

4, 9 84

6 -2 5 - 7 9

Long , Clayton

A s s o c Prof

ORIS

1 0 0%

Su

4 , 6 20

6 -2 5 - 79

Low e , Errily

A s s o c Prof

Music

5 0%

Sp

2 , 027

4-30 -79

Mc Fadden, Emily

A s s o c Prof

So ci ology

Wi

170

2 - 16 -79

McK e e , Jndy

A s so c Prof

Oc cup Therapy
Honorarium

Sp

1 50

6 - 16 -79

Mayna r d , :Marianne

A s s o c Prof

Oc cup Therapy 1 00 %

Su

4 , 12 1

6 -25 -79

Mei s , Rul: y

Profe s so r

Home Ee
Hono rarium

Sp

50

5 -24-79

Edg r en , John

A s s t Prof

Fen s el: , Cha rl e s

Economic s

Honorarium

6 - 19 -79
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Effective

Supplemental Appcintments (C ont'd)
Mon smc.., Charles

A s s o c Prof

Consumer
6 -2 5 - 7 9
Su
$ 1 , 38 3
3 2%
Education - Ad.min dutie s
2, 9 39
6 - 2 5 - 79
Su
68%
P:::::, gram A s s oc to USOE /CUNY
Honora ri:u:n
Sp
5 0 5 - 24 - 7 9

Moore , Ke el

A s s o c Prof

Y emen Proj

100%

Su

675

7 - 1 6 -79

N.s. z zaro , Andrew

A s s o c Prof

Y emen Proj
Yemen Proj

!00%
10 0%

Su
Sp

587
646

7 - 1 6 - 79
6 - 3 - 79

N.s.u, Paul

Pr ofe s s or

Guid & C oun

10 0%

Su

4, 246

6 -2 5-79

Neeb, Leon

A s s o c Prof

Currie & Inst

100%

Su

3 , 746

6 -2 5-79

Negendank, Daryl

A s st Prof

Admin S e rv &
Bu s Educ

5 0%

Su

1 , 982

6-25 -79

Oltman:::is , Richard

A s st Pr of

Library

1 00%

Su

599

6 - 2 5 - 79

Pea r s on, Donald

A s soc Prof

Labor Studi e s

2 5%

Su

1, 1 6 2

6 -2 5 - 7 9

Pignotti , Alfio

Profe s s o r

Music
100%
Honorarium

Wi

200

1 -2 6 - 7 9

Plank, Max

A s soc .Prof

Music

100%

Su >

3, 646

6 - 2 5 - 79

R eichbach, Gwendnlyn A s st Prof

Home Ee

1 00%

Su

1, 0 6 0

6 - 1 8 -7 9

Ristau, Robert

Profe s s o r

Bus Educ

1 00%

Su

828

6 - 1 8-79

Ruggle, Leo

A s st Prof

Acctg & Fin

50%

Su

2, 248

6 -2 5 -79

Saunde r s , Ronald

A s s oc Prof

HPER&D

Su

3, 707

6-25-79

Saxon, Charle s

Ins tructor

ORlS

5 0%

Su

1, 950

6-25 -79

Sayegh, Matilda

A s s o c Prof

HPER&D

'.: 3. 3 3%

Su

3, 7 1 8

6 -2 5 -79

Sayl e s , Sherry

Instructor

Occup Therapy

5 0%

Su

1, 378

6 - 2 5 - 79

Sa"kka r , Fathi

A s s oc Prof

Y emen Proj

1 0 0%
1 0 0%

Su
Su

649
1 , 427

7 - 1 6 -79
6 - 1 7 - 79

Si: erling, William

A s st Frof

Biology

5 0%

Su

. 1, 8 3 1

6 -2 5 - 79

100
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Effective

Su:,p:!.emental Appointments (Cont' d)
Sp:.t z . Ed,\. a r d

Profe s s o r

Su ryc.narayana, Mar.da A s soc Prof

Marketing
Mathematic s

5 0%

Su

$2, 943

6-25 -79

100%

Su

4, 2 0 8

6 - 2 5 - 79

Sp

125

4 - 3 0 -79

Thaye r , Loui s

Profe s sor

Guid & C oun s el
Hono ra !'i-..1m

T ro s�o , Fr ed

A s s oc Prof

HPER&D

100%

Su

4, 3 7 8

6 - 2 5 �79

T ruax, T e r ry

Instructo r

ORIS

100%

Su

3, 520

6 - 2 5 - 79

Tymm, l\1a r s hall

A s s oc Prof

Engli sh

1 0 0%

Su

1, 710

8 - 6 -79

W c:.. r r en , E ruce

A s soc Prof
So ciology
(Serving a s Dir e ctor )

1 0 0%

4, 7 9 5
Su
400
Sp /Su

6 -2 5 - 7 9
4 - 3 0 -79

W a r r en, Patri cia

A s soc Prof

So ciology

1 00%

Su

4 , 977

6 - 2 5 - 79

W atts , LeRoy

A s so c Prof

Social .W o rk

5 0%

Su

2 , 574

6 -2 5 - 7 9

W e st:rum, Ronald

A s s oc Prof

So ciolo gy

5 0%

Su

2, 10 5

6 - 2 5 - 79

Wittke, REinhard

Hi story
.Profe s so r
(Admin Add - on )

100%

Su
Su

4, 3 1 4
1 , 422

6 -22 - 7 9
6 -2 2 -79

Yc,ung, K enneth

As s oc Prof

ORIS

50%

Su

2, 398

6 -2 5-79

Zambito , Stephen

Profe s s or

Curr & In st

3 3 . 34%

Sp

970

4 - 3 0 - 79
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Appointments - continued
New faculty appointments

Effective

Barkley, Nancy S.

Assistant Professor, �anagement
Annual Salary $18,500

8-29-79

Blanchard, Perry N.

Assistant Professor, Management
Annual Salary $17, 300

8-29-79

Ellis, Wayne C.

Assistant Professor, ORIS
Annual Salary $18,500

8-29-79

Gajda, Anne Beth

Instructor, Music
Annual Salary $13,700

8-29-79

Hawley, Everett M. III

Instructor, Accounting & Finance
Annual Salary $16 , 750

8-29-79

Kattelus, Susan C.

Instructor, Accounting & Finance
Annual Salary $16 , 000

8-29-79

Keillor, Jamie P.

Instructor, Accounting & Finance
Annual Salary $16 , 250

Libby, Patrici3 A .

Instructor, Accounting & Finance
Annual Salary $ 16 ,000

8-29-79

Ruiz, Reynaldo

Assistant Professor, Bilingual Studies
Annual Salary $18, 000

8-29-79

8-29-79

Stahl, Charles E. III

Instructor, Accounting & Finance
Annual Sal ary $16,000

8-29-79

Vanvoorhees, Florence E.

Assistant Professor, Special Education
Annual Salary $18, 000

8-29-79

Zeiger, Michael

Assistant Professor, Mathematics
Annual Salary $18, 200

8-29-79

Motion car:--ied.
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. 2119 M

AFPOINTMENT - DIRECTOR, CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT

Regent Mil ford moved and Regent Board seconded that Mr . Steven R . Kravinsky
be appointed to the position of Director, Career Pl anning and Pl acement,
AP-12, at an annual sa l ary of $28, 000, effective September 1, 1979 .
Regent Mil ford compl imented Mr. Donal d C. Boyd for the fine job he had done as
Acting Director of the Pl acement Center .
Re gent Bernard aske� if affirmative action was fol l owed in the screening and
sel ection process fJr the Directorship of Career Pl anning and Pl acement.
Acting President Evans assured her that it had been fol l owed .
Regent Mil ford said she heard the staff was very high in , this gentl eman's
appointment and pl eased that he was sel ected the Director .
Motion carried .
. 2120 M

MASTER'S DEGREE I N EARLY CH I LDHOOD EDUCATI ON

Regent Mil ford moved and R�gent Kinzel seconded that the new program for a
Master ' s Degree in Earl y Chi l dhood Education be approved .
MAS-ER'S DEGREE I N EARLY CHI LDHOOD EDUCATI ON
The Department of Curricul um and Instruction that the current Earl y Chil dhood
Education concentration within the Master's in El ementary Education be repl aced
by a Master's degree in Earl y Chil dhood Education, a program of studies en
comp�ssing the age range of birth through age nine, or pre-ki ndergarten through
third grade .
The present Earl y Chil dhood concentration has been an important area, which since
1974 has enrol l ed more than one quarter of the graduate students in el ementary
education. Al ong with its program strengths, some weaknesses of the current
concentration are evident:
1. The l ack of a consistent strong focus on the young chil d l eaves
some students' programs l ittl e different from those in general
el ementary 2ducation .
2. There are n0 Earl y Chil dhood Education courses which are taken
by al l students, no common core.
3. Students continual l y express disappointment that their degree
is entitl ed "El ementary Education" rather than their preferred
area of concentration.
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The ne� raster ' s in Early Childhood Education corrects the abJve deficiencies
by :l ecrly indicat1 ng, through the title, that the degree focJses on the
you1 � child , and through a tightening up of concentr2tion choices. The
fol l Jwing program changes have been made :
1. The found2tion courses are reduced from 8 tc 6 hours.
2. The conc�rtration is increased from 14 to I E hours .
3. � core of three concentration courses is recuired.
4 . �t least cne course dealing with k indergarten or pre-kindergarten
education is required.
5. Two additional courses are added to the concentration choices.
6 . � list of suggested ( not required) electives is presented .
The pro�ram is flexible enough to allow a major focus 0 1 preschool educatiJn,
or � - nd=rgarten and/or primary education, or for a sel ective emphasis in t1is
are2 for :hcse with special education backgrounds .
Prev ious course and faculty development makes it unne:essary for any new courses
or E>pert- se to implement the program.
RegErt �i- ford askeJ Vice-President Drummond to expla1 n this rew program .
Vice-Pres: dent Drummond in turn introduced Dr. Leah Adans of the departmen : of
Currfcu l u� a nd I nst ruction who explained the new prog�an in Early Childhood
Educction .
Follcwing Dr. Adams ' report , both Regents Board and K� nzel asked several
questions pertinent to this new program which were answered by Dr. Adams.
Moti:11 carried.

Regen t �ilford moved and Regent Rush supported the fol lowing f3culty members
be g�3n ted indetermi nate tenure, effective Fall 1979 :
College of Arts & Sciences
McGee, Charles
Sandall, James
Dugan, Sanford J.
Amos, Charles Nelson
Brandon, Ernest
B ravender, Faul E .
Brackney, Barbara
Gordon, Norrran
Jamison, J. Wesley

Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor

Art
Art
Foreign Language
Music
Music
Music
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
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Col l ege of Education
Schmi tt, Donna M.
Co 1 1 ege of Bu sines s
Morgan, Robert
Negendank, Daryl
Vic tor, Gary
College of Human Services
Del campo, Robert
Center of Educational Res Cl.Jrces
Stanger, Keith

Assis tant Professor

Educational Leadership

As sis tant Professor
Assis tant Profes sor
As sis tant Professor

Adm. Services & Bus. Ed.
Adm. Services & Bus . Ed.
Adm. Services & Bus. Ed.

Assis tant Profes sor

Home Economics

Ins tructor

Center of Educ. Resources

Regent Board as ked what ex.actly was meant by indeterminate tenure 11 in reference
to this recommendation. Vice-President Drummond said this is a term that has
been used forever at this ins titu tion and real ized it was somewhat redundant.
11

Regent Rush co�mented that he looked this word up in the dictionary prior to
thi s meeting and it meant not c l ear; vague, indefinite or uncertain 11
11

•

\'ice- President Drummond s ugges ted they eliminate the word "indeterminate"
when ta l king about tenure in the future.
Resent Board as ked wha t wil l be the percentage of tenured faculty on campus if
this recommendation is approved. Vice-President Drummond said it would be a
l ittle over ninety percen:.
Regent Board as ked several more rel ated ques tions which were answered by Vice
President Drur:imond.
Chairman Robb noted that tnere wa s one name on this lis t that has Eas tern in
federal court, and as ked i� there was no way to avoid this. He said he
personally takes great s train when having to take thi s action.
Regent Kinzel s aid she also ques tioned ac ting on this individual.
Regent Bernard said that person had been cleared through our own proces s so we
cannot hol d anything again� t him in that regard. She expl ained that j us t
because a person has Eas te-n in court it cannot , and should not, have any
bearing whatsoever on the Board 1 s feelings as they consider this recommendation.
Vi ce-President Drummond said this person has been clea red through the University
proces s and the action takEn has been approved by President Bric kley. He said it
shou l d be noted that obser\ers both inside and outside his department s tate it
appears this partic u l ar person has turned over a new l eaf. He s aid this person
was recommended for tenure by the personnel committee of his. department, the
department head , the dean, and he, as Vice-President, recommended him to the
President for recommendaticn to the Board at this time .
Vi ce-President Drummond noted this person was also recommended for promotion but
hi s recommendation was not supported by himsel f because he felt he was not
academical l y ready for pro�otion.
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Regents Dyer and Berr,ard said they wanted the record to show they were not
participating in the discussion on this subject. Regent Dyer said it is totally
beyond the Board at this point to be considering not going along on this particular
recommEndation, as the individual has been cleared through our internal process
and it is a matter that cannot be considered legally by the Board, and could cause
the Universi ty great difficulty if the Board were to do that.
Regent Kinzel said she is concerned that this candidate has a very serious problem,
and asked if the Board could go into execu �ive session on this matter.
Bott- Regent Dyer aoo Secretary Hawks explained this would not be a matter qualify
ing for an executiV!e session because there was no discipline being considered
and there had been no request by the individual for us to go into executive
session.
RegEnt Dyer said he wanted to make it very clear, and Regent Bernard agreed, that
the} were not participating in this discussion because they fel t it was wrong for
the Board to consider anything other than the facts that had been given to them
- in this matter and to now -consider something \vhere an individual had already
beer cleared would be wrong.

. 2121 M

T/iBLE -- TENURE RECOMMENDATION

Regent Rush moved that this motion be tabled. Regent Board seconded that motion.
A rcll call vote was requested on the motion to table.
Secretary Hawks took the roll call vote:
Regent
Regent
Regent
Regent
Regent
Regent
Regent

B2rnard - nay
B�ard - yea
Dyer - nay
Kinzel - yea
Mi lford - yea
RJbJ - nay
RJs1 - yea

Secretary Hawks reported four Regents voted 1 1 yea II and three Regents voted 1 1'nay 11
fo, the motion to table, with one Regent absent.
Motbn :arried.
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.2122 M

SEPARATIONS

Regent Milford moved and Regent Board supportec the �eparations as contained
in Section #16 be approved.
Faculty

Effective

Capparelli, Michelle
Other position

Asst. Professor

Speech 3t Dramc.t- c Arts

6/19/79

Lowe, David
Other pas ition

Asst . Professor

Studerit Teaching and
Social =-oundatic,ns

4/ 24/79

Powers, Margaret
Other position

Asst . Professor

Nursing Educaticn

· 6/ 20/79

Barnes, Sherry E.
Health

CS-04 Secret:1 ry I I

Interna�ional Studies

3/19/79

Blitz, Katherine
Discharged

CS-02 Clerk/Typist

Adrrissie<ns Office

7/ 3/79

Cantwell, Robert J.
Other position

AP-10 Associate
Director

Housing

6/ 29/79

FM-04 Housekeeper

Physical Plant!Custodi al

6/ 22/79

FM-21 Skil 1 ed Tradesperson

Heating Plant

6/10/79

AP-10 Head Coach
Men's -ennis

Athletics

8/31/79

AP-06 Pianist

HPER&D

Staff

Clark, Flora
Personal
Foley, Thomas W.
Other pas ition
Freatnan, Ellis B.
Return to school
Graham , James E . ·
Other pas ition
Gregory, David
Other position
Henderson, Leah S.
Leaving area
Jackson, Hubert D.
Other pas ition

AP-05 Computer Operat)r Un i'Jers ity Computing

7/6/79
8/31/79

AP-07 Academic Adviso- Academic Services .

6/22/79

FM-22 Air Conditioning Phys ica1 Plant
Specialist

5/ 11/79
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Separations - continued
Kerr', Kathy
Other position

'

CS-03 Secretar}

Continuing Education

7/6/79

MacVey, Wayne H.
Other posi tion

AP-07 Academic Advisor Academic Services

6/ 30/79

Maurer, Gloria
Other position

CS-03 Secretary

6/1/79

Psychology

7/6/79

Molyneaux, Ci cily
Other position

AP-07 Acajemic Advisor Academic Services

Orr, James A.
Persona1

FM-06 Custodia�

Physical Plant/ Housing

6/20/79

Quinn, Margaret R.
Termination of grant

AP-09 Coo�dinat)r

Consumer Ed. Center

6/ 30/79

Accounting

7/ 3/79

Sheff, Patricia A.
Other position

CS-04 Seni or Ac�ount
Cle-k
AP-06 Prog./Anal yst I

Univ . Computing

7/27/79

Ulmer, Deana
Leaving Area

CS-03 Sec�etary

Office of Campus Life

5/18/79

Wakefield, Carol
Leaving area

CS-04 Supervising
Cle��k

Financial Aid

6/1/79

FM-06 Custodian

Physical Plant/Custodial

6/18/79

Professor Emeritus
1968

Educational Leadership

6/ 30/79

AP-05 Custodial
Foreperson

Physical Plant/ Custodial

6/29/79

FM-13 Senior Cu�todian/ Physical Plant/ Custodial
Pool Atterdant

6/30/79

FM-06 Sp . House�eeper

Snow Health Center

Rose, Cindi
Other position

Ward, Gary
Other position
Retirements - Faculty
Duvall, Elven
Retirements - Staff
Geraghty, Harold
Parks, Hollia
Roper, Ethe 1 M.

Stanley, Victor

FM-06 Custodian

Physical Plant/ Custodial

6/ 30/79

7/31/79

Motion carried.

_J
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CHANGES �F STATUS

Rege1t Mi l ford moved and Regent Bernard supported the :hanges of Status
as contained in Section #17 be approved.
Bail ey, Rhonda C .

From:
To:
Effective:

CS-02 Cl erk/Typi st
CS-03 Senior Cl erk i n Academi c Records
5/29/79
Biweekl y: $295 . 46

Bai tinger, Barbara J .

From:
To:
Effective:

Temporary Cl eri cal
CS-03 Seni or Cl erk/Typist in ORD
5/ 21/79 . · Biweekl }: $295 .46

BoccEtti, Lisa

From:
To:
Effective:

CS-04 Senior Accourt Cl erk
CS-05 Account Special i st i n Accounting 7/2/79
Biweekl y: $376 . 04

Bradl ey, I na Jean

From :
To:
Effecti ve:

CS-04 Secretary II (70%)
CS-04 Secretary II (70%) i n Upward Bound
Bi weekl y: $341 . 19
7/1/ 79

Brown, Rosal ie J .

From:
To:
Effecti ve:

CS-03 Account Cl erk
CS-04 L i brary Assist3nt II in CER
6/25/79
Bi weekl y: $321 . 96

Fa rmeir, Edna

From:
To:
Effective:

CS-02 Cashier
CS-03 Account Cl erk i n Cashi er 1 s Office
B i weekl y: $314 . 69
7/ 2/79

Fos ket, B�ron F .

Temporary Custodi an
From:
FM-06 Custodian in P1ys i cal Pl ant
To:
Hourl y: $5 . 10
Effective: 6/26/79

Gerag1ty, Joseph L .

Temporary Cus todi an
From:
FM-06 Custodian in P1ysical Pl ant
To:
Hourl y: i5 . 10
Effecti ve: 6/25/79

Gorney, Caro 1

From:
Effective:

To :

CS-03 Senior Cl erk
CS-04 Supervisi ng Cl erk in F i nancial Aids
6/18/79
Biweekl y: $321. 96

Hopki 1s, An ita

From:
To :
Effecti ve:

CS-02 Cl erk/Typist
CS-03 Senior Cl erk in Admissions Office
Bi weekl y: $295 . 46
5/31/79

Jacob� Cl inton S .

From:
To:
Effective:

Temporary Custodi an
FM-06 Custodian in Jhysical Pl ant
6/4/79
Hourl y: S5 . 10
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C1anges of Status - continuej
Kirkpatri:k, Sharar M .
L3.tnie, L:i Naire
M)ses, Kar"en
O·'T, Jame3 A.
P3.tterson, Betty

From:
Temporary Clerical
CS-04 Secretary I I in Institutional Research (50%)
To:
Effective : 6/21/79
Biweekly : $321. 96

From:
CS-02 Cashier
To :
CS-03 Account Clerk in Cashier's Office
Effe:tive : 7/2/79
Biweekly : $314. 69
From:
AP-07 Academic Advisor
To :
AP-08 Coordinator in Academic Services
Effe:tive : 6/4/79
Biweekly : $573.34

From:
To :
Effe:tive :

Temporary Custodian
FM-06 Fl . Custodian in Physical Plant
Hourly : $5. 10
6/4/79

CS-03 Senior Clerk
From:
CS-04 Secretary I I in Academic Services
To :
Effe:tive : 6/18/79
Biweekly : $321. 96

PJwers, M:iry Jeanne

CS-04 Secretary II
From:
CS-05 Senior Secretary in Music
To :
Effe:tive: 6/18/79
Biweekly : $387. 80

P ....uneau, Susan

CS-03 Senior Clerk
From:
CS-04 Supervising Clerk in Financial Aids
To :
Effe:tive: 6/18/79
Biweekly : $321. 96

R�ffitt, 'Gary L.

AP-08 Senior Accountant
From:
AP-09 Acting Asst. Director of Accou�ting
To :
Effe:tive : 6/4/79
Biweekly : 652. 88

Rice, Theresa M.
R.::>ulo, Ki11berly L .
s,ock, William H.

Fron:
To:
Effe:tive :

FM-01 Food Service Helper
FM-06 Custodian in Physical Plant
6/4/79
Hourly : $5. 10

From:
To :
Effe:tive:

Temporary Custodian
FM-06 Custodian in Physical Plant
Hourly : $5 . 10
6/4/79

)

From:
Temporary Clerical
CS-03 Ac count Clerk in Payroll
To :
Effe:tive: 6/18/79
Biweekly : $295.46

S11ith, Holly

CS-03 Senior Clerk
Fron:
CS-04 Senior Account Clerk in Housing
To :
Biweekly : $321 . 96
Effe:tive : 5/25/79

S11ith, Susan

From:
Temporary Clerical
CS-04 Senior Account Clerk in Cashier's Office
To :
Biweekly : $341. 19
Effe:tive: 7/2/79

•
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Chanses of Status - continued
Spi es er, 3harn3n

From:
To :
Effective :

Swanigan , Do1al d E.

Temporary Custodian
From :
FM-06 Custodian in McKenny
To :
Effective : 6/ 18/79
Hourl y : $5.10

Tyrn3, There3 e

Fro"m:
To:
Effective :

AP-07 Associate Director
AP-07 Associate Director in Upward Bound
7/1/79
Biweekl y : $532.58

CS-03 Secretary
CS-04 Secretary I I ( 50%) in Yemen Project
(50%) in Internatl . Projects
Biwe�kl y : $341.19
7/8/79

FA CU LT Y
1 0 0%
5 0%

Pr ofe s s o r
A rt D epartment

From:

Schv;;a rtz . Ellen

A s si stant Profe s s o r
A r t D epartment

From:
Art Deft.
To:
Profes sional Leav
Effe. ctive: 8 - 2 9 -7 9

Hau e r , W illia:n

A s si stant Profe s s o r
Engli sh D epa rtment

From:
Engli sh D epartme1
Si
ck Lea.ve
To:
Effective: 5 - 9 - 79

Ha r �i s on . Shar on

Mot i on carried.

TO:

Effe ctive:

8 /29 /79
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DEPARTMENT HEAD -- ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES AND BUSINESS
EDUCATION

Regent Milford moved and Regent Kinzel supported that Rosetta Wingo be changed
from Professor and Acting Department Head to Professor and Department Head
of the Department of Admi nistrative Services and Business Education,
Effecti•1e July 1, 1979, at an annual salary of $34,450.
Motion carried.

. 2125 M

DIRECTOR O F INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

Regent Mi lford moved and Regent Bernard supported that Louis P. Perretta be
changed from 50% Director of Yemen Project and 50% Professor of Education to
100% (AP-13) Director of International Projects, at a bi-weekly salary of
$1446.89, effective Jul y 11, 1979.
Motion carried.
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. 2126 M

LEtVES OF ABSENCE

Regent Mi lford mo�ed and Regent Bernard supported the Leaves of Absence as
contained in Secti on #20 be approved.

Buchannan� Donna M.

CS-04 Secretary I I in Bilingual Vocational- Guidance
Education Project be granted
Personal Leave, without pay, from 7/1/ 79 to 8/31/ 7 9
Educ. Leave, without pay, from 9/1/ 79 to 8/31/80

Daum, Jil-

CS-04 Secretary II with the- Dean of Education be granted
a child care leave, without pay, from 6/ 22/ 79 to 9/ 22/ 7 9.

Ellis, LaJona M.

CS-05 Senior Secretary in Marketing be granted a medical
leave, without pay, from 7/9/ 79 to 8/10/ 79.

Lamb, Grace

CS-04 Library Ass i stant I I in Center for Education Re
sources be granted a medical leave, without pay, from
6/21/ 79 to 9/ 21/ 79.

Mi ller, Patricia

CS-04 Secretary I I �ith the Dean of Education be granted
an educational leave, without pay, from 8/ 31/79 to 8/ 3 1/ 80 .

Sava.ge, Christine

AP-08 Coordinator-Div. Programming in University Computing
be granted a child care leave extension, without pay, from
6/2/79 to 9/ 2/ 79.

Tate, Robert

FM-16 Special tquipment Ope�ator in Grounds be granted. a
medical leave, without pay, from 3/19/ 79 to 8/1/ 79.

Graham, K3thleen P.

Motion carried.

CS-04 Library Assistant I I in CER be granted a child care
leave , without pay, from 7/1/ 79 to 10/1/ 79.
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Chairman Robb noted that Acting President Evans had sent the Board a memorandum
on July 20 concerning the proposed policy statement on the awarding of honorary
degrees . He explained the memorandum was not prepared until after the Board
agenda materials had been sent, but he did want it considered at this meeting.
He explained that Regent Ullrich, the chairman of the Honorary Degree Committee,
had called him from California and said he felt very comfortable with this
policy statement and he would hope the Board would approve it .
Regent Milford moved and Regent Board supported that the proposed policy
concerning the awarding of honorary degrees be approved.

Regent Bernard said she noticed the committee is made up of six faculty members
and only three Regents, and wondered why.

Chairman Robb said Regent Ullrich urges passage of the recommendation as he felt
the relationship with the faculty has improved and there should be no problems
in the future that were experienced in the past . Chairman Robb said, he has had
some personal problems with this from past experiences, but Regent Ullrich still
felt there would be no problems i n the future.
Regent B ernard said she had a real problem with this recom�endation.

Regent B oard said he didn't feel there should be any problem at all. He said
for years faculty have been recommending candidates for degrees and felt the
recommendation of the faculty for honorary degrees is no different.
Regent Bernard said she had no real problem with what Regent Board said, but she
felt the committee should be at least three and three, and possibly there should
also be a student on that committee. She said maybe they could get some
interesting people receiving honorary degrees so that more students would want
to come to commencement.

Regent Kinzel sai d there have been several names recommended to the committee
since she has been serving and there have been no problems at all in getting
the people approved. It has been a very agreeable process. The problem is
that there are not enough people being recommended to receive honorary degrees.

Regent Milford said she felt this recommendation was very dictatorial; she
understood that there was a meeting of this co�mittee last week and she was
not even notified of that meeting although she had been working on this proposal
for literally years. She said she agreed with Regent Bernard that it should
be at least three faculty, three regents, and plus maybe one student on the
honorary degree committee.

Chairman Robb said he knew Regent Ullrich would have liked this proposal approved,
but he felt he would go along with the suggestion and it could be reconsidered
at a later date. He said he has no personal problem with putting it off for
a couple of months.
Regent Mi lford then withdrew her motion, and Regent Board withdrew his second,
regarding the Honorary Degree Policy.
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.2127 M

HONORARY DEGREE POLICY - Tabled

It was moved by Regent Kinzel and supported by Regent Dyer that this recom
mendation regarding the Honorary Degree Policy be returned to the committee
with the Board's concerns so noted for future consideration.
Motion carried.
Chairman Robb said in conclusion, he wanted to note that the report requested
by Regent Bernard concerning the Olympics had been sent out to everyone anc
asked if there were any questions concerning that report.

The Chairman noted that the report on the reciprocal agreement with the University
of Toledo had been sent out to the Board and asked if there were any furthEr
comments on that.
Also Chairman Robb said, he sent the total Board a copy of the proposed presidential
agreement with Dr. John W. Porter and asked if there were any questions. He
added, if they did have any concerns or questions, please send them to him.
Regent Kinzel said she had at least two questions relative to this proposed
agreement and asked why there were two days per month being offered to Dr.
Porter to serve on various boards.

Chairman Robb responded that Dr. Porter was resigning from all boards that �ere
not in any way related to his activities with the University, and he felt t1at
those boards that he was going to remain on could be very helpful for the U1iversity's
prestige.
Regent Dyer said he took exception with only two days, he felt any board th3t
Dr. Porter serves on has to give some credit and recognition to this institJtion.
He said he felt Dr. Porter has been very generous in only requesting two da;s,
he should have all the days he needs.
Regent Milford said she agreed with Regent Kinzel on this matter.

Regent Kinzel continued that she understands what Regent Dyer is saying and she
understands the public relations benefits that will result from Dr. Porter
serving on those boards, but, she said, she felt strongly that the Universi�y
needed him here on the campus as there are many problems here that he is go- ng
to have to work with and he should be on campus.
A couple of the Board members indicated they had not received a copy of the
proposed agreement, Chairman Robb said, and he thought everyone had been
provided a copy, but he will send a letter to all Board members again with E
copy of the proposed agreement and ask ·for their comments on it.

Regent Kinzel said she had another question, and that was concerning the salary
that was being discussed. She said it was stated at a higher rate in the proposed
agreement than what the Board talked about at one time.
Chairman Robb said he had requested Secretary Hawks to do a small survey con
cerning presidential salaries, and that after doing that he felt this particular
salary offered now to Dr. Porter was comparable to others when all factors are
being considered.
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Regent Bernard said she did not see anything about severance p3y in the
agreement. Chairm�n Robb said there was nothing in there on it .
Regent Bernard also questioned the country club membership ; C1airman Robb
responded that there would be a membership provided', they just didn ' t know where.
Chafrman Robb then reminded everyone that there would be no .August Board meeting.
Regent Rush wantEd �veryone to know that the Student Affairs Committee had
also been cancell ed for August.
Chairmar Robb an1ounced the next meeting schedule:
September
September
September
September
September

6 Student Affairs Committee
12 Educational Policies Cornm: ttee '
18 Finance Committee
19 Faculty Affairs Committee
1 9 Regular Board of Regents �eeting

Chairman Robb declared the meeting adjourned at 5: 05 p. m.

Respectfully submitted:

